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Miss Hester Brown returned Saturday
from a visit of several weeks in Cambridge, Mass.

Mrs. G. W. Pendleton and daughter
Lana are visiting in Belfast after spending the summer at Sebago Lake.

Mrs. Charles Littlefield and Miss Littlefield of Rockland were guests last week
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as soon as possible to Mrs. J.
G. Paul, 29
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Miller St., Belfast Me. It is hoped that
Mrs. Lydia W. Bridgham and daughState House, Augusta, is spending 1
there will be a good display in this de- sion,
ter, Miss Gladys Ruth Bridgham of Soma
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agement intends next year to make the
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Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Hall and Mrs.
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plays have been produced by variousdaughter remained for a visit.
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amateur circles, including the B. H. S
Millard F. Brown left last Friday for graduating classes.
Whitinsville, Mass., where he has emProf, and Mrs. William F. Sciioppes
Died in Snyder, Oklahoma, Sept. 9th
ployment with the Whitin Machine Co.,
and sons Billie and Bobbie returned MonFrances Locke Moore, wife of the late
after spending a vacation with Capt. and
Dr. Calvin Moore of Belfast and San
day from a visit with Mr. and Mrs. H. S
Mrs. A. E. Smith of this city.
Francisco. Mrs. Moore as Amelia Frances
Schoppe at Broadview Farm, West AuRaymond A., the young son of Mr. and burn, and with Mr. and Mrs. Claude P
Wardwell was born in Penobscot Aug. 8,
Mrs. Fred M. Dutch, arrived recently for Meserve at
The first, of September she had a
Bridgton. Mr. Meserve ana
1833.
a visit, having just returned from a trip
Mr. Schoppe were roommates and friends
slight shock which affected her speech,
to Saint-Nazaire, France, in the British at the
University of Maine and Mrs
but she retained consciousness until last
supply steamer Moorish Prince.
Meserve was a Bozeman, Montana, girl
Friday and passed away the following
Rev. and Mrs. Harry H. Upton will Prof, and Mrs. Schoppe and sons wilt
Sunday at 10.45 a. m. Her remains were
cremated at her request, and carried to leave tomorrow, Friday, for their new leave next week for their home in BozeHarbor. They spent man, Montana.
San Francisco, for interment. She was home at Northeast
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first married to Wesley Locke of Belfast,
William B. Getchell of Augusta spent
bride’s mother, Mrs. J. O. Hayes.
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Belfast.
p,f|rate the church. The bride wore her to the citizens who would voice the city’s Scouts. There was a large gathering to
with shoe factories, as a rule, running
Nathan F. Houston, Belfast, to Levi
raveling suit of blue wool velour on the and county’s commendation and best see them off, when the whistles announcpart time, the general inquiry for leather
ed their departure to those who could not Clay, Portland; land, wharves and build- is
;,liarl new shade, with fur collar and wishes. The young men were seated tolight. Manufacturers insist that shoes
go to the train.
ings in Belfast.
must be lower in order to stimulate busiw,,|( feather-trimmed hat.
Her only at- gether inside the bar railing. Capt B.
The demonstration was arranged by
Lydia J. Littlefield, et al., Bangor, to ness, and that consequently cheaper
,e"dant, Miss Rebecca Stevenson, wore F. uolcord ot Searsport, chairman of the Orrin J. Dickey under the direction of M. Clarence Niles, Islesboro; land and leather is necessary. So far, however,
buildings in Islesboro.
(lark blue tailored suit, with chic three- exemption board, presided. The program the exemption board.
prices of leather are maintained, although
From first to last it was patriotic and
Sophia W. Hartshorn, Morrill, to J. F. hides and skins have eased off and indi'r“ered hat. After a short trip Mr. and opened with a sympathetic and patriotic
but
its
sadness was a severe ordeal Sheldon, et al., Belfast; standing timber cations are that they will further decline.
loyal,
**rs- Towne will beat home in this
city,” prayer by Rev. Charles.W. Martin of the to allfold enough to recognize ita import. in Morrill.
—Dun’s Review.
m

nuMBEiTbs"

Sunday at 10.45 with hold their first fair in Belfast Oct. 16th a
preaching by the minister, Rev. A. E. and 17th. It has already made plans for
Miss Myrtle E. Frost has returned to
Wilson, subject: “The Trials of Faith, or several new attractions this year. Very
her studies at Wheaton College, Norton,
Job’s Problem Everyone’s Problem.” Sun- recently it has become a member of the
National Trotting association and three Mass.
day school at 12. All cordially invited.
Dr. F. F. Graves has been in Farmingevents will be trotted off each
church.
First Congregational
Minister, racing
ton and vicinity the past week on an outafternoon of the fair, as follows:
Rev. Walter T. Hawthorne, 26 High
First Day, at 1 p. in.
ing trip.
street. Service will be held in the Conchurch

before him had been

great wrongs of Belgium, etc. Our nation is safe in her soldiers’ hands, when
they are called to carry the Stars and

New

1917.

The New Belfast Fair association will

Unitarian

day morning preaching service at 10.45;
minister’s topic: “Christ the centre of all
do their part in redressing the
things; and great in His present grip on

and said the

granted the following i Stripes beside the tri-colors of France.
Love encircles the globe, and distance
cannot separate them from loved ones
D.,
and home. He expressed the hope that
war might close before they were called
Clifford B. Jones, LTnity.
to the front, as history is making fast in
Ernest Edward Raven, Thorndike.
Leon Arthur Murphy, Monroe, R F. D. these days.
Discharges

service

recently sentenced by the Kennebec
County S. J. Court to the State Prison at “Individuality in Religion.”
It is the
Thomaston for the larceny of a horse. definite purpose of officials and pastor to
Mr. Dunton called for a volunteer
among see to it that our church justifies its name
the alternates. No one responded and it of “The People’s Church.” All are welwas his duty to appoint Alton N. Johnson
come.
Parsonage 7 Court street. Teleto fill the vacancy.
Mr. Dunton also an- phone 213-11.
nounced that H M. Wood of Freedom,
Rev. Albert E. Luce, pastor of the
a U. of M.
graduate, with Raymond R. Methodist-Episcopal church in Old Town,
Sherman of Belfast and Harold P. Cobb
of Searsmont as aids would have charge

Isabel Ginn presented the financial
ihe Belfast Red Cross as follows: ! this call:
from all contributions and

j

Ernest Everett Trundy.
Frank Leonard McAvery.

H. Pearson Keller.
Lee Andrew Bennett.

-Morning

The

CHURCHES.

gregational church Sunday morning at
The subject of the minister’s sermon will be “Is God Omniscient?” Music
I by our chorus choir. Come and worship
with us. Sunday school at noon. Choir
| practice Saturday at 7.30 p, m.
do the work so
At the People’s Methodist Church next
efficiently and impartially as Mr. Dunton has.
Sunday morning the pastor, Rev. Charles
Mr. Dunton called the roll of those who W.
Martin, will speak on “All Things

James Peter Shaw.

i’he

THE

;

~
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Mr.

Townsend and Lillian

Knowlton,

Messrs.

been in Belfast this

not

summer

and has

Lynford Russell, Lewes Delaware and now’ returned to Rents Hill for his senior
Harold Morse of Townsend, Mass., spent year. Mrs. Getchell will remain in Bellast Sunday at the Towle cottage, East fast for a week or more.

|

Belfast.

Mrs. James T. Sleeper, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Elbridge S. Pitcher, has been
elected director of music at Beloit iWis.j

Miss Margaret M. Craig who spent her
summer vacation at Silver Bay, N. Y.,

!

and at the Battery with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Chas. M. Craig, left last Thurs-

day to enter upon her senior
Holyoke College.
iviia.

uvuui

i/wugc

year

diiu

College to succeed her husband, Prof.
Sleeper, who enlisted last June in the
Officers Reserve Corps and has been at
Fort Benj. Harrison the past summer He
has recently been commissioned second

at Mt.

Udu^llltr

Rachel of Long Beach, Cal have been
guests of Mrs. Edson Sherman and will

lieutenant of the quartermaster's department and is now at Battle Creek. H ex-

also visit relatives and friends in Islesboro and Bangor. They were formerly

pects

of Islesboro and Camden.

■

soon

to leave for France.

Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Wright came in last
lations and best wishes for her sue
Saturday from Lake Quantabacook, where !
SECRET SOCIETIES.
i
they had been guests for the past two

■

Airs.

Sleeper is in every way qualifier o asher
sume the responsible position a:
Belfast friends extend cordial congratu.s

weeks of Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Wilson

j
a delegation of Odd Fellow, from
j They spent Sunday with Dr. and Mrs.
j thisQuite are
city
planning to go to Camden
Everard A. Wilson and left Monday for
Sept. 29th to take part in a Field Day of
j their home in Somerville, Mass.
;
1

1

Mr. and Mrs. William Vaughan, Jr., of
East Belfast returned Saturday night i
from an auto trip to Dixville Notch at
the White Mountains. They were joined
at Liberty by Donald W. Vaughan and
bride of Searsport, who had Deen spending a part of their honeymoon at Georges

the uniformed rank of the Odd Feliows
The program will be in the following or-

der:

12 o’clock, bulfet lunch, followed
by an automobile trip around Lake Megunticook, a sail on the lake and a visit

Inn.” From three to four
street parade of the different
Cantons in Camden. Grand ball in the
evening at the Camden Opera House
to

“Seldon

o’clock,

Lake.

a

Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Haywood, Mr. :
A special meeting of Canton Pallas, P
and Mrs. Alfred Bosworth and Mr. and M., I. O. O. F., will be held on WednesMrs. Chas. A. Dana who have been guests day evening, September 26th, for the
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert C. Burgess at purpose of completing the arrangements
|
j
[ Pitcher’s Pond, will leave for Boston in for the Field Day, which will be held by
their autos to-morrow, Friday.
Mrs. the members of the Cantons in Vinal!
i
I

Burgess will accompany them for

an ex-

tended visit with Mrs. Charles H. Cole.

j haven, Camden,

Miss Marian Hazeltine left Wednesday
to assume her duties as private secretary i
to Dr. Woods, head of the department of i

hygiene and physical education at Teach-

College, Columbia University, New
York. Miss Hazeltine finished a course
in secretarial work at Miss Conklin’s
er’s

Rockland and Belfast

September 29th. It is expected that
there will be a large gathering, this being
the first Field Day held by this district
and a very interesting program has been
arranged on the part of the Camden
members.
Mr. and Mrs. John Palmer of Monroe,
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Clement and daughter of Searsport, and Mr. and Mrs. David
Moody|were guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
Robertson of Swanville Center last Sun-

school, New York, last spring and accepted the above position. She had been
the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Hazeltine, during the summer.
day.

1

■

The

victory except by bribing Russian
Generals, and have lost a million men.
Ar hundred million people are about to
throw their weight into the scales of war

Republican Journal
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1917

The

Republican Journal Pub.
A. I.

i
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Co.

BROWN, Editor.

CIGARETTES

In 1914, the people of this country used
8,793,799,938 pounds of sugar, which, if

evenly divided,

months,

would have alloted to

—

Chesterfield]

SUGAR.

For one square, one
advertising Terms.
inch length in column. 25 cents for one week
each
for
25
cents
and
subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms In advance. $2 00 a
year; $1.00 fcrsix months; 50 cents for three

■

--t

against you. The sun of your military
despotism has scorched the earth too long
and it is now going down. The United
States is coming to view the sunset.

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

■

GERMANY COPIES ANCIENTS

won a

of IMPORTED oni DOMESTIC

us

tobaccos—Blended

81 pounds per capita. Here is an opportunity to exercise a practical and perhaps
healthful econony. If we were to subon half that amount, supply would
outrun demand and sugar would fall in

sist

price. In fact if economy and Mr. Hoover
work together and work earnestly, relief
can be had in many other directions.
FREE TRIPS FOR SIXTY.
Under the above title we print in another column

cerning

a

condensed article

con-

exposition which is to Bhow
what the boys and girls in the eastern
States have done in their agricultural
clubs.

The work which these clubs are

doing is both educational and practical,
because the effort made by the members
increases individual capacity and future
usefulness. If any of our boy or girl
readers are chosen to attend the exposition we hope they will write The Journal

We are living, we are dwelling
In a grand and awful time;
In an age on ages telling—
To be living is sublime.
SWEDEN.

of their work and tell its readers what

they have learned.

little country about fiv
times the area cf the State of Maine and
has a population of about 5,500,000. It
is a peaceful nation and its total war

Sweden is

an

a

EXPENSIVE

strength under the greatest possible stress
and after two years of effort could not
possibly become more than half a million

j

----J

i

BLUNDERS.

With Till her advanced methods of horrible warfare Germany has aiso
found ancient methods useful. These wicked, spike studded boards captured
Thirty millions of dollars is the price
from German positions recall aucieut ways of making war.
the people will pay as a result of the
Daniels experiment in constructing the
WHITE’S CORNER, (Winterport.)
New England Red Cross Work.
“mosquito fleet” of submarine chasers.
were
last
for
the
Contracts
placed
April

Therefore whether she remains
men.
1
neutral or declares war as an ally, or construction of about 330 of these boats
Members of the Red Cross in New
against us, her action can have but slight at from $90,000 to $100,000 each. The England are nobly doing their quota in
effect on the result of the war. The gov- i Secretary of the Navy recently announced knitting and in garment making for the
eminent of Sweden is a constitutional that no more of these boats would be Army and Navy.
monarchy. The King has an annual sal- constructed as they have proved to be
The supply service of the New Engary of $83,000 and an allowance of $250,absolutely unfitted for the work for which land Division has received from all chap000 yearly for his family which probably they were intended, being too small and ters during August many hundred thousincludes several satellites who have po- too slow. It is blunders of this sort that and surgical dressings of all kinds, 16,litical influence in the country. The explain President Wilson’s opposition to 000 knitted goods, including sweaters,
consort (wife of the King) is a German, the creation of a joint committee on ex- millers, helmets, etc., and 20,000 surgical
formerly the Princess Victoria of Baden, penditures in the conduct of the war. garments. In addition there has been rea German State having a population of There have been
There ceived and dispersed thousands of handmany others.
about 2,000,000 inhabitants. The popular will be many others if the people are not
kerchiefs, towels, wash cloths, etc. Suprepresentation, called the riksdag, con- permitted to know how the money which plies are also sent to the soldiers of the
sists of two houses and the consent of is taken from their pockets is spent. A various New England camps.
both is necessary to enact laws, make joint committee of the representatives of
During August there were sent to these
appropriations, levy taxes, fix duties, the people formed to scrutinize these ex- camps 4,300 sweaters, 2,000 pairs of
etc. The government itself favors Ger- penditures would put the brake on the
socks, 3,000 pairs of wristers, 2,200
many but it is said that the masses favor financial joy-riding of such men as Me- !
scarfs, and 1,000 helmets.
the Allies. An election is pending in Adoo, Daniels and Baker.
Mr. Robert H. Hallowell, Director of
Sweden to

elect

members of

The government party alarmed
by the strength of the so-called liberal
movement, seems to be playing politics
wiin me

emuairassmg

suuauuu

in which

Raleigh, North Carolina,

Secretary Lansing placed Sweden by the
beans are now grown successfully in
exposure of its treachery in transmitting soy
of that State. It also makes
German dispatches from Luxburg, the every county
German
representative in Argentina the comment that 19,000,000 gallons of
bean oil were imported into this
through Baron Lowden, the Swedish min- soy
last year from Asia. We would
country
Aires.
The
Baron
sent
ister at Buenos
suggest that the good people of North
these dispatches to the foreign office at

Action in this affair, as President Wilson
wisely decided, is not primarily ours. It
is to Argentina, Sweden and Germany
that we should first look for explanation

very' much to do, and indicate to that
Commission their views upon the desir-

|

ability of a protective tariff which would
discourage the purchase of the products
“The introducer of of Japan and China.

to Count Luxburg:
embassies has instructions to assist you in
your immediate departure from the terri-

“PEACH

APPLE”

JELLY.

A fruit which is useful in jelly making
certain amounts of two
substances—acid and pectin. The latter
must contain

Argentina called Germany to account and
accepted her promises to sink no more is a starchy material often found in unships and to pay for those which had der-ripe fruit; hence jelly
“jells” best
been destroyed. It is known now that
when the fruit used is under, rather than
since those promises were made a German
over ripe.
minister had cabled to the Kaiser to “sink
ships and leave no trace.” Will the
South American Republic swallow more
lies, suffer more indignities? Perhaps
The people of that country have
so
200,000,000 bushels of wheat to sell. The
United States will have enough and to
spare. England and France will buy of
us

because we lend them the money with
As long as Argentina re-

which to pay.
mains

neutral,

under international law

she may trade freely. She needs the
German market.
Germany must have
the wheat. In the same dispatches which
chronicle the dismissal of Luxburg we
are informed that his dismissal probably
ends the

matter.

What

Sweden does

not very much injure or profit us.
But, if Argentina compromises to gain a
market, she will somewhat prolong the
can

!

!

and action. Argentina has thus far held a
strong and consistent course by saying this

tory of the republic.”
But, Germany
sunk her ships, which was an act of war.

j
I

not

has

Pectin exists in considerable amount in

j

and Branch will work for the benefit of
our national army, and not over-supply
certain individuals in the army.
“Many instances have occurred in

cates.. As these duplications occur, many
men naturally will be disposed to get rid
of the extra articles by selling them or
presenting them to people at home. This
has undoubtedly happened in various
cases.
This duplication cannot occur
when Red Cross supplies are sent out
only on the requisition of a commanding
officer. A most careful record of all of
these requisitions is kept and duplication
is practically impossible.”
The Red Cross Supply Service for the
New England Division has just shipped
abroad its 1038th standard case of garments. Each case is worth $280, which
represents over $280,000 worth of goods
shipped during the year.
The average sales of raw material of
the Supply Service are $5,000 a day, or
over $1,500,000 for the year.
During the
first five days of September, over 12,000
pounds of standard knitting yarn were

CASTOR IA

ence

for

a

time.

masses

it

If the jelly forms in large
indicates that the fruit has

and at the same time disgrace her-

Mrs. M. A. Haley.

j

CROSS AND

JACKSON

REUNION.

The annual reunion of the Cross and
Jackson families was held at Honesty

W. H. Bickford

Don’t be surprised—the
blend of Imported and
Domestic tobaccos does it.
And the blend can’t be
new

copied,
Let Chesterfields give
you new
ment

cigarette enjoy-

draft.

1

He

was

anc(

accepted.

Mrs. Carrie Mason of Chelsea, Mass.,
with a friend, Mrs. Margaret Hatch, from
the

:

7~ha/ SatciA/7—

in Belfast Sept.
4th, before the examining board of physicians as he was in the last call of the
was

city were guests of Mrs. Julia
White, Sept. 8th and 9fh.
same

Mrs.

Edwin

Ridley and children of
have been visiting her

Worcester, Mass.,

Belfast-Camden Auto Service

parents, Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Ginn.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Harrison and two
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Jewett accompanied
by Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Larby and Mrs. sons of Stockton Springs, and Chester
Sadie Gallant, motored to Camp Etna Harrison of New York have called on
Thursday. Mrs. Jewett remained until relatives here.
Sunday.
Mrs. J. G. James has returned to her

“The American
ON

AND

AFTER JUNE

LEAVE BELFAST, Windsor Hotel,
8.00

12

3.00.

Line.’1
1,

1917,

ARRIVE IN CAMDEN
9 00

a

I
p.
m., 1.00 p. m., 4 00
Winterport was home in Bangor. She was accompanied
[ thrown
LEAVE CAMDEN, Hav View Hotel,
arrive
in Belfast a
who
has
her
son
the
Wilson,
spent
from a load of hay in his barn, by
9.30 a m., 1.30 p m., 4 30 p. in.
10.30 a. m., 2.30 p. m,, 3.3
while hoisting with a horse-fork, striking summer here with relatives.
Connections made at C a nden with dectric c ars t > and from Roc it Ian i; at B
on his head.
All symptoms indicate conMrs. Fannie Talburt, Mrs. Johnson,
j?or and Waterville, via Maine Central Railroad; boat to Castine and Islssboro.
cussion of the brain.
Mrs. Louise Mahoney of Bangor, and Belfast, for special
trips to any point desired. Careful drivers and first-class serv
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealey accompan- Mrs. Agnes Furbler of Massachusetts,
ied Mr. and Mrs. W. N. York of Monroe have visited Mrs. Addie Silver several
on an auto trip to Windsorville Sept. 4th days.
THE MAINE TRANSPORTATION COMPAN
where they were guests of C. I. York and
The Camp Fire Girls of Searsport, acORRIN J. UICKEY, Manager, Pythian Bioei, Bel!
rp
,_1 316-3
Telephone
family until the following afternoon.
companied by their guardian, Mrs. E. W.
18tf
f a75
Gilkey, spent several days at MrS. H. L.
PROSPECT FERRY.
Berry’s cottage recently. They gave a
My Dream-Boat.
j To the Honorable County Cor
council meeting one evening to which
j of the County of W aldo
of my dreams I launched away
undersigned, responsible cn
Mrs. Lester Harriman has visited rela- some 15 or 20 guests were invited. Ice The boat
THE
In the strength of youth’s desire,
County, respectfully represer
cream was served and all enjoyed a very
tives in Warren.
On the sea of the years,
I tain highway located in the Lou
iu said County, to wit: That part
I Mrs. E. W. Grindle entertained the H. pleasant evening. Come again next year, With its laughter and tears,
at the four corners n
And the storms that the Kates conspire. j beginning
girls.
of Kantie Hall and running westH. Club Sept. 6th.
The boat of my dreams, with a wish for a j
junction with the Gould Hill road
Mrs. Jennie Perkins of Penobscot has
sail,
bridge and known as the Roberta
TROY.
And never a thought of a shoal,
in bad condition and that the cost
visited Mrs. Emma Luke.
aaid road would be very great, an.
With Hope at the helm,
School began in this district Sept, 5th,
necessity and convenience do not
Troy was well represented at Etna And the beautiful realm
■aid road be maintained.
Of happiness for my goal.
with Mrs. Jennie Harding teacher.
campmeeting.
F.

M.

Porter of W.

gone to Sandypoint to paint J. A. Pierce’s buildings.

returned to M. C. I.

School began at Mt. Heagan Sept. 5th,
with Luella Rainey of Frankfort teacher

Miss Etta Bagley, a trained nurse from
Boston, is spending her vacation with

Evander Harriman

h^s

E. W. Grindle has bought

a

new

car

which will be greatly enjoyed by his fam-

—

HUMPHREYS*

CASTORIA

“Satisfy”!
Yet, they*re Mild !

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bean of Dixmont
recent guests of their daughter,

were

sufficient pectin to be used alone. If there
are small masses or just an appearance
of cloudiness, it indicates an insufficient

Children Cry

“reach

home,” they let you know
you are smoking—they

returned to their school

ily.
Grange hall, Morrill, Wednesday, Sept.
Miss Anzelia Harriman has returned to
The weather being beautiful about
5th.
self.
Howland,
Me., to resume her teaching in
and
assembled
enseventy-five people
the public school.
amount, and some other fruit juice should joyed a very pleasant meeting. A deWE ARE COMING KAISER BILL.”
be added.
licious dinner was served at noon, followed by a business meeting. The presiOur navy has 138,000 men, and the
An Excptional Case.
dent, Mr. Ray Cross being absent, the
naval force is further augmented by a
vice president, Mr. Delbert Paul took
Humphreys’ Homeopathic Remedies are
is
the
case
and
of
Pathetic
the
puzzling
marine corps of 29,000, a naval reserve of :
to meet the needs of families or
New Hampshire man, expecting to be the chair, and the following officers were designed
that mother, father,
25,000 and 10,000 naval volunteers, in all!
drafted, who in a letter to the Manches- elected for the ensuing year: President, invalids—something
nurse or invalid can take or give to meet
little more than 200,000 men in the ; ter Union explains his situation thus:
a
vice
of
Clarence C. Cross
Rockland;
the need of the moment. Have been in
naval service. Our regular army has a My salary is $100 a mon h. Out of it I
president, Mr. A. K. Jackson, Belfast; use for over Sixty Years.
total of 300,000, our National Guard, so- have to pay the lady who was my wife treasurer, Mrs. Lida Cross; secretary,
Mi.
FOR
Frit.
$50 a month alimony. That is the court’s
called, numbers 350,000, and our drafted order, and I can’t get out of it. But how Mrs. Annie Cross; food committee, Mrs.
1. Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations.. .25
Hattie Paul, Mrs. Ida Cross, Mrs. Mary
2. Worms, Worm Fever.25
men soon to be in training, number 687,am I going to pay $50 a month when my
3. Colic, Crying, Wakefulness of Infants.25
Jackson; program committee, Miss An000.
From this it may be seen that next pay as a soldier will be only $30 a month. nie
Mrs. Frances Paul, Miss Ada E.
4. Diarrhea of Children and adults.25
Paul,
And
some friends of mine tell me I am
con7. Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis. .23
Cross. A short program was given
spring we shall be able to face Germany
not a married man, but a single man in
8.
Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.28
and
interesting
of music, readings
sisting
on sea and land with 1,500,000 fighting
0. Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo_28
the eye of the law, and of course my ex- remarks
by several members. A vote lO. Dyspepsia,
We have Red Cross units, lumber wife is no longer a relative of mine, even
men.
Indige it l. Weak Stomach. 28
was taken to hold the next meeting at
13. Craup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.23
units, railroad units, and other contin- in law, because she got a divorce. But the same place the first Wednesday in 14. E'.'zoma, Eruptions.28
will the government take charge of the
Among the visitors 15. Rheumatism, Lumbago.28
September, 1918.
gents already in France and England,
alimony payments if I have to go as a from out town were Mr. Alden Turner 18. Fever and Ague, Malaria.23
in
all.
of
Raiser
thousands
helpers
Yes,
soldier? If it won’t, what can I do? In and
17. Plles,Blind, Bleeding, Internal.External 28
family of Palermo; Mr. C. C. Cross,
Bill, we are coming to push you into the law, they say, I have no dependents to Mrs. Jennie Gray and Mrs. Ida Barter of 10. Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.28
pit wnich you have dug for yourself. We claim exemption on; but in law I’ve got Rockland; Mrs. Abbie Moody, Miss Mary 20. Whooping Coutfh.28
21. Asthma, Oppressed, Difficult Breathing. 28
to pay her $50 a month—on the $30 a
are coming with our cash, our supplies,
Woodbury, Mrs. Sadie Stephenson and 27. Disorders of the Kidneys.28
month soldier pay. I wish you’d tell me
JackMrs.
Fred
Lucy
Jackson,
30. Urinary Incontinence.28
daughter,
our munitions, our airplanes, our destroywhere I get off.
34. Sore Throat, Quinsy.28
son, Mr. and Mrs. Loren Cross of Belfast.
Our resources are
ers and our courage.
Before leaving at a late hour all were 77. Grip, Grippe, La Grippe.28
Sold by druggists, or sent on receipt of price.
big enough to fight till you are chased
treated to fruit, left from the noon feast,
thus ending one of the most enjoyable Medical Book mailed free.
back to Prussia. The forces of our allies
FLETCHER’S
FOR
this
society.—
HUMPHREYS* HOMEO. MEDICINE CO.,
meetings ever held by
for more than a year have held you in
Corner William and Ann Streets. New York.
Mrs. R. T. Cross, Secretary.
check, and in all that time you have not
war

Chesterfields

Harquail and Miss Avis

work in Castine.

which boys receiving sweaters, mufflers, !
^
kits, etc. at home, later receive dupli-

currants, apples, crab-apples, grapes and
quinces, and these, as the housekeeper
knows,’ make the best jelly. Peaches,
although a sweet fruit, contain enough sold.
acid, but not enough pectin to make a
satisfactory jelly. So some other fruit
like apples should be added, making
“peach-apple” jelly.
For Infants and Children
A simple test: Use equal amounts, one
to two tablespoons of unsweetened fruit
In Use For Over 30 Years
juice extracted by boiling, and grain alcohol. Pour into a small glass and stir juice
Signature of WiVJ: f'CUc*U/H
and alcohol until well mixed. The presof pectin is shown by the jelly-like
substance which collects at the bottom
of the glass after the mixture has stood

smokers—

Branches want first to fill the needs of Sept. 4th to attend the fair.
The schools in town have begun.
If
men coming from their localities.
Mrs.
this course is followed, however, the Red Linda Bickford teaches at Whites’ Corner
Cross cannot fulfill it national function. and Miss Jessie Cunningham of Monroe
It is earnestly hoped that every Chapter at W. Winterport.

Commission,

now

cigarette
good

the

j

just

Margaret Sargent of Monroe
a week-end guest of Miss Doris
Clements.

has been

Edna

new

than just
it delivers

and

Miss

Mrs.

more

a new
tasting,
important thing to

emy.

j

to see North Carolina soy bean oil substituted in our home markets for the product of Asia, write a letter to the Tariff
which

is

■

Carolina communicate these facts to

grown timid, and while Sweden does not
deny she offers not apologies but excuses.

Yes, this

Miss Edna Conant has returned to Hebron to resume her studies at the acad-

Harquail have

combination—

Mild,yet they"Satisfy”!

Miss Laura Bickford has gone to Castine and entered the Normal school.

]

News and

Observer publishes a column-long article
on the soy bean industry and says that

SenStockholm, the capital of Sweden, whence
ator Simmons of that State who is chairthey were sent to Germany. Our govman of the Senate Finance Committee,
ernment has been officially informed that
as such, is the principal factor in
Baron Lowden is in poor health and did and,
the making or a tariff law. Notwithnot know what was in the dispatches
the fact that a tariff bill must
sent. This is a weak excuse for Sweden standing
in the House, its most importoriginate
States.
to
the
United
The
make
to
prompt
recall of the inefficient and perhaps dis- ant features are sometimes determined in
the Senate. We would also suggest that
honest Baron was what this country had
those
people in North Carolina'who want
But
of late kings have
a right to expect.

new

the Bureau of Military Relief
New England Division, says:

SOME PRACTICAL ECONOMIES.
The

A

Mrs. Hattie Clements has spent several
days at Camp Etna.

Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealey spent the
for the ! week-end recently with Charles Rogers
and family in Plampden.
“At the present time there is an acute
Mrs. Lydia Woodman of Monroe is
shortage of helmets and sweaters. Socks I spending a few weeks at the home of her
1
The
we are pretty well provided with.
brother, Sen. C. M. Conant.
chief difficulty which impedes us in our
Mrs. Carrie Burgess and son Norman,
work is that Chapters and Branches in
who have been guests of Mrs. Hattie
New England are slow to send their finClements, have left for home.
ished material to the Supply Service at
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Haley and Mr. and
142 Berkeley Street.
“It is natural that the Chapters and ! Mrs. C. C. Clements motored to Unity

the two

houses.

Mrs. F. P. Clements has entertained
the Ladies’ Club.

Mrs.

Ervena and Vera Goodale have

her brothers.
John w hitney and family of Winthrop,
formerly of Troy, attended Unity fair,
where old friends were delighted to meet
them.

m.

m.

They visited his brother Clarence
and

Milton Carleton, who
year with their daughter
Mr.

Carleton has been in poor health for
long time and was brought home on
an

BELFAST NEWS

Mrs.

spent nearly a
in Wilton, have returned home.

bed in

m..

I launched away on a sea unknown,
And the soft breeze tilled my sail;
The years flew by
’Neath a cloudless sky,
And I scorned the rising gale,
But, alas, the fierce winds rent my sail,
And my dream-boat went astray;
Of my wish bereft
There’s nothing left
But a prayer at the end of the day.
—Bernard Hamblen.

before returning home.
Mr.

a.

auto.

This Case

Has a Hint for Many
Headers.

Belfast

a
a

I

a.

Signed by

and Mrs.

GEORGE GOULD
FIFTY-* I \ !

STATE OF MAINE.
W’aldo ss.

County Commissions
August Adj. Term,
I
September

On the foregoing petition, Order.
Commissioners meet near the h< n.
Hall, in Monroe, on Saturday, the
October next, at 10 o’clock a, it.
proceed to view the route set fort*,
tion; immediately after which at
venient place in the vicinity, a he»
; parties and their witnesses will bj such further measures taken in th
I as the Commissioners shall judge (
j it is further Ordered, that notice
place and purposes of the Com
meeting aforesaid, be given to a!

ANDREWS

ESTATE

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

the first and six boxes cured me.”
Price 60c. at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan's KidMrs. Durney Pills—the same that cured
ham. Foster-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo,
N. Y.

;

AND

George A. Stevens of
Stockton and Dr. and Mrs. Eugene L.
Stevens of Belfast, visited their old home
in Troy and attended Unity fair. The
lication and each of the other not c
doctors’ father and sister accompanied investigated.
Profit by Mrs. Durham’s statement.
thirty days before the time appoint,
them home for a few days’ visit.
15
Park
street, view, that all may appear and be he*’
Mrs. Anne L. Durham,
think proper.
for
years
“I
suffered
many
Old neighbors and friends were de- Belfast, says:
Attest: GEO 1 KEATING
from kidney trouble and could never get
at
Mrs.
Irving
Sawyer
meet
Copy of Petition and Order of Tour
lighted to
anything to relieve me until I used Doan’s
AttMt: UEO. 1. KEATI.V
Sunday school. W’hile living in Troy she Kidney Pills, which I procured at the City
was an earnest and helpful worker. She
Drug Store. My feet became swollen and
bathed them in warm water, ALBERT
E.
with her son Stanley, Mrs. Wellington burned. I
which gave me only' temporary relief. I
and Mrs. Scott, all of Lowell, Mass., are had
when
everydizzy spells at times,
REAL
passing a week at the Sanderson home. thing blurred before my eyes, affecting
wear
to
I
had
glasses.
winter
and
the
my sight
The Sawyer family will spend
Doan's Kidney Pills gave me relief from Odd Fellows Block,
Belfast.
in Unity.
Dr.

1

Wherefore your petitioners tyour Honorable Board will disc
road.
Dated at Monroe, Sept. 10, 1917

A Belfast woman has used Doan’s KidPills.
She has found them as represented.
corporations interested, by serving
J ed
;
She wishes her neighbors to know.
Copy of eaia Petition with
them.
thereon, upon the Clerk of the tou
recommends
She publicly
in n
No need to look further for a tested roe, and by posting up the same
lie places in said town, and by pul
kidney remedy.
same
in The Republican Journal,
The proof of merit is here and can be newspaper published in said Count},
ney

\

Now is the time to

jor

The Journal.

S'lib^crit’1

,

S'

—

KING AND QUEEN GREET. OUR BOYS IN LONDON

WOMAN SICK

—trmt mm:—
Making

It Perfectly Straight Is a Del*
icate Operation.

WRHUEYS

TWOYEARS

Following the reaming operation in
rifle manufacture, which leaves the
bore of the barrel smooth and polished,
comes one of the most delicate and exacting operations in gunmaking, that
Could
No
Do
of straightening the interior of the barrel.
In straightening a barrel everyas a
Now
thing depends on the skill and experience of the operator, for, although maMan.
chines have been devised to perform
this difficult work, they still require
skilled men to operate them, and they
Chicago, 111. —“For about two yean cannot turn out as much work as
is
female trouble so I
done by hand by the old method that
was unable to walk
has been practiced for years and which
or do any of my own
work. I read about
can only bo acquired by long experience.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
The straightening block has a heavy
Vegetable Com- base, on which are fixed two hardened
pound in the news- bars of steel set a short distance apart
papers and determined to try it. It and at an angle with one another. A
brought almost im- north window is necessary, where a
mediate relief. My i steady, unobstructed light is had, and
weakness has enthe upper half of this window usually
tirely disappeared
has a large pane of fine ground glass.
and I never had betAcross this glass at about the middle
erican tro°Ps Parading through London street reviewed by King
ter health. I weigh
George and his mother. Queen Alexandra.
Is fixed a straightedge of wood. The
165 pounds and am as strong as a man.
operator places a barrel on a rest and
I think money is well spent which purlooks through it at the straightedge on
chases Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
the window, observing the shadow cast
Jos. O’Bryan, 1755
Compound.’’—Mrs.
Letter
rrom
France.
A
ANOTHER HOkE IS
actually lost are considered. The in- Newport Ave., Chicago, 111,
by the edge on the polished interior of
creased number of heads which healthy
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham's
the bore.
MtINE
S. Merrill, now in France, has
plants w'ould have thrown out were not Vegetable Compound, made from roots
This shadow extends about halfway
and
is
It
be
herbs,
FARMER EX LA1NS. taken into account. The loss to the bilunparalleled.
interesting letter to his fathmay
down the bore, and If the latter is perused with perfect confidence by women
Merrill. Both fa her and son
fectly straight the shadow shows two
lion-bushel wheat crop the Department who suffer from
displacements, inflam- straight dark lines, one on either side
j
.membered as former residents Wanted to Eat Anything, Could Sot Do hopes to see harvested next
mation, ulceration, irregularities, periyear would,
of the bore uud slightly below its cenWe have been permitted to
it Until lie look New Taniac.
at 3 1-2 per cent, amount to 35,000,000 odie pains, backache, bearing-down feel
ter.
If, however, there is a crook hi
ing, flatulency, indigestion, dizziness,
tracts from the letter as fol“I can eat anything now without hav- bushels. With wheat selling at $2 a
and nervous prostration. Lydia E. Pinkthe bore the lines of the shadow diing even one slight touch of indigestion. bushel this would amount to an exceed- ham’s
Vegetable Compound is the stanverge from a straight line and zigzag
Some time ago I would have been wille so far away from the war that
ingly high tax on the farmers of the dard remedy for female ills.
In various directions as the operator reknow it is going on.
We would ing to give most anything to have made
volves the barrel by hand. This indithis statement. Taniac is responsible for country. Statistics show that the avernearer because our cases would
ITEMS OF ALL SORTS.
cates that there are crooks in the barage annual loss of rye from smut is about
acute and
the work more this change.”
This is one of the most remarkable 1 per cent—considerably less than the
rel. To correctly observe these delicate
ng.
However, we may not stay
indications requires unusually perfect
A Wise Order.
unently, as we are entirely suh- Taniac s'ories that has been told in Maine loss of wheat. It is well worth while,
in
some
time.
It
was
made by D. A.
ders from army headquarters,
to treat rye seed also.
Pretty much the whole country will ap- sight, and to locate the point and nahowever,
of
Sylvester,
Maine.
Mr.
farmer,
are not doing very' much X-ray
Etna,
ture of the crook is a matter of long
prove the order extending the list of arMethod ot Treating Seed.
Sylvester’s statement shows results from
le hospital. The French Roentand Judgment.
ticles for which license will be
required experience
Mr.
Several methods of treating seed for for
-t seems
decent chap, but the first bottle of Taniac he took.
a
When the operator has located a
shipments abroad. The new list inEnglish and as I speak no Sylvester gives Taniac credit for the re- the destruction of smut spores are in use, cludes cotton, which should have been crook he lays the barrel across the bars
don’t talk things over much. markable change in his condition.
included from the first. We are in this of his straightening block with the high
“I suffered from a severe case of stom- but the best, it is believed, is the formal,ag only ten or twelve cases a
,,
war to win and one of the
most effective point of the curve uppermost and
his outfit while good, is very ach trouble and weak back,” Mr. Sylves- dehyde treatment. The grain should weapons is the
limitation of shipments of strikes it with a
ter
explained.
heavy hammer made of
“My appetite was very first be cleaned thoroughly with a fan- food-stuffs and
expect they will take it out
articles used in the manLy leave. I don't know how’ poor all the time. I had frequent weak ning mill so that smut balls, shriveled ufacture of munitions. So long as we are copper or babbit metal, aud great judgspells while I was working, and at night I
in outfit I am going to have, but
meut Is necessary to know just, how
grain, chaff, etc., will be removed. Af- absolutely sure that none of these comhad difficulty in sleeping.
n a large hospital 1 will need
Nothing I ate
hard to strike to remove the crook. This
modities
find
their
from
this
way
country
agreed with me. I had spells of gas on ter the grain is clean it may be spread on to
re than he has.
Germany, we are helping to win the process of observation and straighten*
my stomach which were very disagree- a floor or a tarpaulin in a layer or pile war.
m as we left New York harbor,
We delayed far too long action in ing is repeated until the two shadow
able.
us were taken against attack,
several inches thick and sprinkled with a this respect.
lines are perfectly true for one-half of
“I had tried many things in hopes of
were all closed tightly at night
solution of formaldehyde made by mixing
the length of the barrel and then is rerelief
but
I
getting
still
sulFered until I
light was shown outside after
for
$35,000,000
Shipyards.
1 pound of commercial formaldehyde
peated for the other half, observations
vn
smoking on deck in the started to take your Taniac.
Contracts for construction of three being taken from the opposite end.
“By the time 1 had taken one bottle of w'ith 45 gallons of water. An ordinary
was forbidden.
All the boats
Taniac I noticed changes for the better. 1
Another method of straightening
ig outward and lowered to the
sprinkling cau or a spraying machine is Government-owned shipyards for building fabricated steel merchant vessels sometimes practiced is by placing in
When we enter- was pleased and quite naturally continued used and the
he boat deck.
over and have been
is
shoveled
grain
Now my stomach trouble has
awarded by the Shipping the muzzle of the
.bmarine zone, three days from taking it.
gun a lens covered
she boats were lowered to the disappeared. I have no more pains in my over until every kernel is wet. The Board’s Emergency Fleet Corporation, to with cement., in which a circle is
the
Submarine
Boat
stomach
is
able to digest any- grain is then placed in a pile and covered
back, my
Corporation for a scratched. On
lie upper passenger deck and for
looking through the barf the trip every'one was obliged thing I eat and I sleep like a top. 1 never with sacks, blankets, or a tarpaulin for 2 plant at Newark, N. J.; the American Inrel with a suitable light a series of
ternational
have
more
for
on
Corporation
one
any
stomach
at
gas
and
I
;s life belt with him continually
my
Hog
hours or over night.
It is then dried Island,
Pa.; and the Merchants Shipbuild- rings appears in the bore, and the
ist two nights most people slept feel much better in every way.”
“These are the kind of statements that sufficiently to be run through the drill, ing Company for one at Chester, Pa. The slightest lack of concentricity of these
lothes. 1 took mine off, but you
have made Taniac the most popular medi- after u'hich it may be sown. If the yards will cost $35,000,000 and the Gov- rings indicates a defect. This is said
ve my coat and breeches were
ernment is given an option to buy the to be an
extremely delicate test.—SciEvery day from the start cine in the world,” said the Taniac Man. grain is not passed through a fanning lands
way.
on
which they are located. The entific American.
fe boat drill and everyone was “Those who are benefited by Taniac are mill it should be placed in a vat or tank
builders
of
the
are
too
yards
to
tell
the
only
so
given
contracts
glad
that of the formaldehyde solution instead of
public
: his place and given orders what
for building in them 200 ships.
The ship carried one others may receive help.”
e had to.
being sprinkled. The smut balls will rise
Won by His Cool Head.
The prospects are that contracts for
Taniac
is
introduced
in to the surface and may be skimmed off.
being
especially
crew
The gun
practised at a
“One day,” says a writer in Munsey’s
more vessels will be let when these
Belfast at the City Drug Store. Taniac
a range of 1,000 to 2,000 yards
If the grain is not to be planted imme- many
agents in nearby towns are: A. R. Pilley, diately, it must be dried sufficiently to are completed and more money is avail- Magazine, “when H. P. Davidson of
some crack shots.
the firm of J. P. Morgan & Co., was a
Brooks; Ames Co., Stockton Springs; L. prevent spoiling. If planted while damp able.
iii a mucn larger passenger list
fhe submarine corporation will
lay teller in the Astor Place bank, a crank
and swollen, more grain by measure must
.pected to see. Our unit con- C. Dow & Co., Prospect.
ways for building twenty-eight ships
be used to allow for the expansion.
presented a draft for $1,000 and young
twenty-nine doctors, sixty-four
simultaneously and will have facilities Davidson looked up to see a pistol
Political
gilt clerks and some over one
and equipment to turn out one 5000-ton
and fifty enlisted men. There
at him.
He smiled and comCOMMENDING SENATOR FERNALD. ship every two days after the first vessel pointed
e a nunber of civilians, making
menced to read the face of the draft:
McAdoo’s Methods.
is completed.
wired and ninety-six in all. As
j
‘Astor Place bank—Pay to the order
President Wilson has written a letter
Mr. McAdoo is, not unjustly, we think,
was said to be worth in the
of Almighty God the sum of $1,000
“Sambrowns.”
flood of a million pounds (Eng- suspected of being favorable to a dog- to Senator Chamberlain in which he
when presented by Charles Freeman.’
takes occasion to commend Senator FerA “sambrown” is a stout leather
>f
■•>•>, we would have made a nice matic theory of war tinance and less
belt,
“Do you want it in dimes?” asked
cautious of the danger of sudden exces- nald of Maine for a speech he made re- with a supporting belt running across the
r Fritz if he could have gotten
cently in this state. The President de- breast and over the right shoulder, which Davidson in a very loud voice and benurse there was more or less sive taxation than is compatible with a
clares that this is just the kind of speech will be worn by American
wise practice in war finance.
sion among the passengers, esArmy officers gan to count the money. Then the
Neither the senate nor the house com- which should be made everywhere and at the front. Besides enabling French bank's policeman, whose attention had
he last two or three days, but
unwed it and you wouldn’t have mittee in handling the measure now in he is therefore desirous that Congress soldiers readily to distinguish an Ameri- been called to the situation by the teliut we were a load of ordinary preparation has shown as firmly conserv- adjourn as soon as possible in order that can officer from a private, a “sambrown”
ler's loud utterance, seized the half
ative an attitude as could be wished. If its members may return to their constitu- when worn in France, will support eight
s on pleasure or business.
The teller's
crazy man from behind.
ents
and
make
it
what
to
them
plain
just
articles
more
is
to
be provided for
essential to an officers’ equipment
nit our convoy a little west of $5,000,000,000
level headedness and nerve saved his
oast and as 1 told you, we were at once, we pray that for the sake of our this war is for and what is their duty in when in action.
doubtless.
On the “sambrown” will be
to see a Yankee destroyer. She country and our cause a greater degree this crisis. Senator Fernald in the speech
hung a life,
We do not care to the President refers to went down to the first-aid kit, two clips carrying seven
with us, zig-zaging back and of caution be shown.
How Parchment Got Its Name.
front of us and cutting circles have the business prosperity of the coun- fundamentals and stated the case of the rounds of ammunition apiece, a pistol, a
United States in this war from the be- canteen, medicine
The Greeks of Pergamus are said to
pouch, field glasses and
is, about a quarter of a mile try crucified on some generalization of
It
was
of
talk
the
kind
just
compass.
■minding me of a little terrier Mr. McAdoo’s or his advisers. The sound ginning.
have first prepared parchment from
which makes this matter plain to everyabout, nosing after rats. She business and experienced financial judgthe skins of the goat or sheep. They
one and no doubt it is the kind of talk
ment
of
the
control
the
should
country
To fix Retail Price of Coal.
yus fout hours and then turned
were curried, deprived of all fat, thinwhich is
more especially in other
another, who passed us on to formulation of war finance. The coun- sections needed,
ned uniformly by the knife, dyed or
Dr. H. A. Garfield has announced that
of the country than in New
try has no desire to follow the astonish- i
so we were constantly escorted
ing Mr. Kitchen and accept the heaviest England. In this part of the country the the retail price of coal will, within a whitened and finally rubbed down with
,f the way.
a
conmonth, be fixed in every considerable city pumice stone to a smooth and even surpped at Queenstown half a tax measure in our history “with eyes people as whole have a very good
! shut.”—Chicago Tribune.
ception of what this war means and es- in the United States.
Called pergamenum from the
face.
iio one was allowed ashore. Then
pecially what it means that the United
if across the Irish sea under concity of its origin, the new material beStates
in
the
should
be
But
victorious.
of
the
ford
Motor
Generosity
Co.
i' with a big freighter, landing in
Without the slightest desire to revive
came parchemin in archaic French and
Centrai States, far removed from the
July 24th. We immediately sectional issues or to be unpleasant in the
The gift of $500,000 from the Ford Mo- parchment in the English tongue.
coast, the people have little fear of tor
sard a tram and were hustled I any way, we call attention to the fact
Company of Detroit, Mich., to the
1
German aggression and it is hard to make
ugland, arriving at Southampton that the South has been doing practically them
American Red Cross has been announcunderstand that this country has
Mind Reading.
if' evening.
j all of the legislating for the last four
ed by the Red Cross War Council. The
“What subjects are best adapted for
lifted from our train to another I years, but the North, and especially the : any reason to worry about Germany gift is in the form of a credit on the Ford
is
over to attack us.
It
very
coming
< re
beginners’ practice in mind reading?”
we stayed until the
next j Eastern Republican States, have been
factories for half a million dollars worth
asks the inquisitive subscriber of Wharbefore crossing.
1 had always paying most of the taxes, raising most of gratifying to Maine people to have Sena- of
|
automobiles,
ambulances, parts, etc.,
tor Fernald’s speech thus referred to by
the roughness of the channel, the money for conducting the governton.
That sort of thing is Sanskrit to
the President as a model for other sena- as the Red Cross may designate.
it to bed soon after we started, ment and most of the men for the army
us, but if you hear a girl ask her beau
tors and representatives to follow.—
> and
thus
far.
We
should
like
tc
life
and
awoke
on
gging my
navy
belt,
why he doesn't save his money by inPortland Press.
FREE TRIPS FOR SIXTY.
side without realizing that we 1 see our Southern friends show more pavesting it in a bungalow you might see
M ; I ssed.
I triotism by their acts and less by their
Boys and girls of 10 States are going to if you can make out what she is thinkCAMP FIRE GIRLS.
1/
I voices. On them lies the responsibility
(1^ t/U
UQJO.
have a show of their own from October ing of. -Houston Post.
pleasant town.
j for the conduct of public affairs. They
12th to 20th at the Eastern States Expowe took a train and for ninemight do at least their proportionate
Now the girls
camps, the country
rs rode across France,
share of the work.—Philadelphia In- over, are giving up their occupants by sition and Dairy Show at Springfield,
Optimistic.
Mass. The 10 States are Connecticut,
lie time we were going farther I quirer.
“Would you consider Jasserby an opthe hundred thousand and sending them
New
Delaware,
Maine,
Massachusetts,
m the war zone and meeting less
tanned
and
timist?”
home,
straight, with renewed
New Jersey, New York, PennPass It Along!
who spoke English, until almost
vitality with which to take up the work Hampshire,
"I’m sure he's one.”
sylvania, Rhode Island and Vermont.
ueaks it at all.
of
the
winter
at
sc
at
in
busihool,
home,
Bonded indebtedness passes over tc
“Quite positive, eh?”
At least 60 of these boys and girls will
I ': mally I like the French country
ness or in the field of social conquest.
a
of
the
proportion
coming generations
“Yes.
I’ve seen him follow a golf
their traveling and living exf
an England.
England was pret- burdens of undertakings of which these They have been canoeing, swimming, have all
crank to the links, hoping he would get
penses paid by the exposition for 6 days,
neat and well-kept looking, but
nature
in
all
riding,
tramping,
studying
made
the
beneficiaries,
are
generations
and each State’s group of six may take a chance to talk business with him.”—
<:h landscape presents more variThere is no reason why a considerable her aspects in the open air at the very along a chaperon at the expense of the
iooks more like home, onlythrifBirmingham Age-Herald.
of the war burdens should not be heart of things and they have grown exposition.
part
hetter cultivated than New Enghanded down the line—a very consider- stronger in body and mind because of
will
be
the
second
annual
This
such
outne crops all looked very good exTeamwork.
able part, indeed. For, aside from the their outings. Nothing promises better ing for the young people of the States
•rt distance in the north, where
Willkins—Jones' stammering doesn’t
initial justice and the obvious correct- for American homes and American lives named, who are fortunate enough to win
id looked dry. There seems to
than this ever-increasing custom of givness of such action upon principle, the
places on the Blue Ribbon teams. There bother him when talking {o his wife.
f
’.I supply of food.
economic advantages are readily demon- ing the girls that freedom of the open are already 60,000 of these boys and girls Billkius
How so?
Willkins
Well,
■ti haven’t settled to work
We
yet.
strable. The generations that will beai and outdoor training that formerly came competing for the honor that awaits them when she
stops for breath he says a
g to take over a French hospital
their part of the war burden will be only to their brothers through camp life. —and the chance to win liberal cash
word, and by the time she's out of
he staff had very late orders to
benefitted by the very burden itself. The That it is increasingly popular among all prizes while they are at the show.
it and they have not wound up
breath again he's ready to say another
nation is upon the edge of an incalculable classes is shown by the fact that 50,000
announcements
this
The
concerning
We hope to move inness yet.
advance in prosperity following the war, Camp Fire Girls have this summer spent great event say that from each of the 10 Word.—New York Globe.
spital very soon. The enlisted The blossoming out of wealth should be a week or more in camp. Last year over
States two teams of three each will be
living there under the command brought under the discipline of ample ob- 45,000 of them thus camped, paying their
Mean.
selected by the State club leaders to repnn (Dr.) Holmes,
who is keeping
ligations to to the nation. Hence the way with money they had earned them- resent the work of their States. Though
“He has brain fever.”
isy cleaning up the place.
members of Congress should hold ir selves, learning self-reliance, team-work, the expenses of only two teams from each
“That so?
Just proves again the
‘faux is a good sized city, said to
careful regard the full implications ol cooking and household craft, just as girls of State will be made by the exposition,
Itatement of scientists that disease
n three and four hundred thoutheir action in adopting a financial meas- wealthy families learn them in camp life each State may send a maximum of 17
is as crooked as a can of anglethe nation over. The summer camp life
germs always strike a man in his
ure in which taxation figures very largeteams to contest for the cash prizes. The
Hoston is a checkerbord comThose who see only the immediate is good for them all, rich or poor. It projects which the young people will pre- weakest spot.”—Detroit Free Press.
ly.
'• 1 th this town.
The streets were effects and bearings of the subject miss makes for democracy in the end, and is a
sent and in which competitions will be
by throwing up a handful of hay the wider import to the nation of the
well
custom,
essentially American,
conducted are:
Skeptical.
the
king
places where it came creation of a bonded indebtedness thai worthy of the popularity it has gained.
“What is a skeptic?”
1. Market gardening.
It is a prosperous looking town
—Boston Transcript.
may prove to be the regulator for the
2.
Potato.
“A
man
who
always puts paste on
if
a number of interesting places.
nation for generations to come, anc
3. Corn.
the back of a postage stamp.”—Puck.
1
a good number of trolley lines
prove to be of v ide benefit as a socia
Lift
Your
4.
Corns
Canning.
fare is less than at hoir" but the and economic stabilizer alone.—Balti5. Garment making.
lie cars look like mouse-traps, more American.
Who keeps one end in view makes all
6. Poultry.
Off With
dns inside say they seat twenty
things sure.—Browning.
7. Dairy judging.
There are few straps in them,
8. Farm and home handicraft.
Smut in Wheat.
“Some Sense of Decency.”
platforms are wide and fifteen oi
Tell* How To Loosen a l ender Com oi
9. Pig raising.
more stand on them. They mostmembers
of
than
Callous
so
Last
more
15,000
it
Lifts
Out
Without
Pain.
year
-jil in
No one can blame Chancellor Michaelis
pairs, one trolley and a trailer
Now that, because of world shortage
the boys’ and girls’ clubs of New England for
run by girls and a few men not
trying to prove that Germany did not
and Eastern States actively cooperated
every bushel of wheat and rye counts fo:
bed for military work.
start the war. It was a disreputable perYou reck levs men and women who are pea*
in making their first annual show a huge
■trs and cafes are numerous and more than ever before, the safeguardinf
tered with coma and who have at least once s
whoever is guilty, and the atsuccess.
This year it is expected that formance,
■‘rybody drinks something, but nobody of the next crops of these grains agains week invited an awful death from lockjaw oi their
tempt of German statesmen to prove
number will be more than doubled.
blood poison are now told by a Cincinnati su*
hunk.
of
the
doubt
if
Indeed
I
their
any
l'.1'
innocence, if not convincing, at
disease by the treatment of seed befori
thority to use a drug called freezone. which
filch ever drink enough to feel the alleast shows that they have some sense of
the moment a few drops are applied to anj
of
is
greatest
importance,
sayi
Well
Reform
A
Begun.
;,J !°f They will sit in an out-door cafe planting
decency and some regard for the opinioi A
corn or callous the aoreneaa ia relieved and
mix a drink of a little of the cheap the United States Department of Agri
of mankind.—Hartford Courant.
Bom the entire corn or calloua, root and
all,
‘?ei fyrup and water and spend an hour culture. Department specialists estimab lifts off with the fingers.
The authorities of Fort Fairfield, Me.,
two drinking it. We were forbidden
Freesone dries the moment it is applied, who have lately been conducting a camthe average annual loss due to thi
and simply shrivels the corn or callous without
mink water the first two or three days that
paign against speeding have caused many
wheat and rye amounts approxi
inflaming or irritating the surrounding tissue citizens to forfeit their licenses for violaranee, because there was typhoid in smuts of
or akin,
A
small
bottle
of
freezone will coat
and we all sopped up the common mately to 27,500,000 bushels. This is equa [
laws. And, as the relittle at any of the drug stores, but will tion of the speed
like sponges and it had no stimulat- to about 3 1-2 percent of the entire yearl: very
oaitively rid one’s feet of every hard or soft vocation lasts for three years, the penalat all. Of course we could have
and is regarded as a conserv ■ corn or hardened calloua. If your druggiaf ty is likely to make an impression on the
.,1 bottled water, but it cost more than wheat crop
hasn't any freesone he can get it at any whole* violators and to be warning to others.—
ative estimate, since only smutted head 1 sale.drug house for you.
wine.
37 Main Street, BeUast, Me
Springfield Republican.
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RUGS
For a few days, in connection
with our line of Antique Furniture, we are showing a fine assortment of Rugs. Some prize win-

j

ners.

h. r.

McDonald,
Belfast, Maine

45 Northport Avenue,

forTsale

CLUBBING RATES

That fine old residence and lots
The following clubbing offers are only for
at 4 Court street, Belfast, Maine, subscriptions to The Journal paid one year
owned and occupied by the late in advance:
$2.00
Charles A. Pilsbury, containing The Journal and Farm and Home,
2.25
The Journal and McCall's Magazine,
and
location
Choice
ten rooms.
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine, 2,25
Apply at the
drainage.

good
premises.

The publications included in our
clubbing offer may be sent to different addresses.

FOR SALE
.•Gulden

j

IV,

Our

this

j

101

of

finds

■

1

sure

strong for

J

111

firmly in

set

It

nerves.

is Pleasantly lasting in taste.

...

Clippings.

WRIGLEYS regularly.

using

are

REALIZED,

in the great war

RULE

Send in your subscription

now.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. C<

COTTAGE"

Belfast, Maine.

WInTERPORT, MAINE.
This beautilully located and handsome residence with all modern improvements, electric
3m31

liffhts ptc

MRS. ELSIE L. EAGLESTON.

ID Cl

|

t H.

]

j

BOYINGTON.I

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE

i

Eye-Sight Specialist
OF

Dissolved in water for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflammation, Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,

i

THE

BUYINUTON OPTICAL CO.,

|

44

OFFICE DAYS.

MONDAYS AND

j

throat and 9ore eyes. Economical, f
extraordinary deanring and germicidal pow^r. I
I
Sample Free. 50c. a druggist*, or postoaid
^niafl, ThePaxtor. ToilrtComr rv, Boston, Niaas. y
sore

Has

South Main Street. Winteroort, Maine
TUESDAYS

GEO.t. JUHNSON,

—

Fingers

NOTICE

BELFAST, KAINE.

,

Courts.

Practice in all

The livery ?t^ble ot Gentner
& Colcord has recently changed
hands and has been {renovated
and made ready for business.
Autos to let by the hour or dat*.
Horses stood in for 10 ctnes.
Horses taken to board by the
day or week and given the best
j of care. Teams, double and
single, buckboards and hacks

at Law

Attorney
a

am

ML 1.1!.“ LIBBY,'

»

prepared

to

do all kinds of trucking,

Acme auto true kmade by the Cadillac conLeave orders at the stable, corner of
Main and Cross streets, and they will recern.

ceive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO,
Avenue, Belfast

126 Waldo

Cottage

ter

AT THE BATTERY.
Five

rooms

and flush
22

v"ri
v«fect

1

DENTIST,

all the

should include instruction in
Commercial Branches, Shorthand and

“■SHAW BUSINESS COLLEGE

PORTLAND. BANOOR

AND AUOUSTA i, the
only school in New England which offers such
a course.
Telegraphy also taught. Free cata>
Jo*™*F. L. SHAW, President.

pctlce

Furniture and piano moving a specialtyHave just added to my equipment a 2-ton

and

Sale

BELFAST, MAINE.

large piazza; city water

closet.

IS

■

j

2ft

TRUCKING
I

for all occasions.
Apply on the premises.

J"1

Probate

specialty.

Bovs’s

N. J. POTTLE
School, Howard, R. I,.

For Rent
One-halt of the residence at
No. 33 Church Street, with
modern conveniences. Apply at
the above number or tel. 121-13.

MANY PRESCRIPTIONS

strength of 1,200, the State felt quite
proud of what she had done. Now the
2d Maine has lost it name, part of its
BELFAST, THURSDAY, SEPT. 20, 1917
members have merged into the 103d and
we do not know where the identity of
BY
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY
the remainder is to be buried. Battery B of
The
Journal Pub. Co. the Milliken regiment has been detached
war

Republican Journal

The

Republican

AT THIS SEASON
In mder to comprise the best course
of treatment, and to secure the best
results, should read as follows:
R Hood’s Sarsaparilla—11 oz.
Peptiron Pills—180
Sig: One teaspoonful Hood’s Sarsaparilla before meals
Two Peptiron Pills after meals
There is no better course of medieir.a for impure blood, run-down
joi lition and loss of appetite. These
medicines working together
n give a four-fold benefit.

and sent to Westfield to fill up a deficiency
in men belonging to some other State.

A. I. BROWN, Editor.
For one square, one
ADVERTISING Terms.
for one week
inch length in column. 25 cents
each
subsequent insertion.
and 25 cents for
In advance. 52 00 a
SUBSCRiPrnN Terms
50 cents for three
year; 51.00 for six months;
months,

Battery D has been sent somewhere else
a similar purpose and in one way or

for

only 500 men left undisturbed. Whether this is going right
along till the regiment is entirely broken
up, or whether it is to be tilled up by
fragmentary detachments from other
States and rechristened as the umptyanother there

I bom, spending the night with his mother
and leaving for home Monday morning.

are

SPRINGS.

STOCKTON

Mrs. Treat and Mrs. Doe entertained

family dinner party—eleven

a

in number—

at the Treat home on Sunday.

Dr. and Mrs. Isaac P. Park of Revere,
arrived by automobile Monday,
Sept, loth, for a week’s visit with his
mother, Mrs. Charles P.. Park, a't her

Mass.,

rooms

in Mrs. Grace W. Britto’s West

Main street house. The weather being
delightful every day was filled with motor
drives throughout the towns, adjacent to
the doctor’s Stockton birthplace; and

Saturday,

before some of his friends
knew of his presence in town, to their
Dr. Herman G. Hichborn of Cambridgek regret, he had left for home.
umpth, of course we do not know. But
Mrs. David Dunbar arrived last Thursand Harry R. Hichborn, left Sept.
we think it safe to say that the State of Mass.,
Yokes Camp in day from Saxton River, Vt., where she
Maine will not recruit another regiment 12th for a fishing trip to
had recently been the guest of her parNorthern Maine.
of heavy artillery. We know now that
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Capen and little ents, to pack her household belongings in
volunteer organizations as such, are not
the Goodhue cottage which she and famto be allowed in the United States army. daughter Marion left last Thursday by
ily have occupied for several months, her
Mr. Roosevelt learned the fact some time automobile for a vacation trip to their
husband, chief engineer of steamships,—
ago. A regiment fights more manfully | former home in Eastport.
a volunteer in the U. S. Naval Service—
under the good old home name. A transDr. and Mrs. McKenzie of Cambridge,
ferred soldier cannot avoid losing some- Mass., the guests for a week of Dr. and having been detailed as government appraiser of engineers, on outward bound
what of his local pride, and we shall i Mrs. J. F. Ryder at their, summer place,
steamships in National employ. Theredoubtless learn that the human local fac- have returned to their home.
fore he will for the present be located in
tor adds much to valor on The field of
Miss Lucy Burke of Cambridge, Mass., New
York, where his wife and children
battle. The English have, as far as posthe recent guest of Dr. and Mrs. Herman will
join him and begin housekeeping.
sible, preserved the regimental local G. Hichborn at their summer residence,
As announced by posters in the grocery
names, and we believe that the United left
Tuesday, Sept. 11th, for her home- store
windows the 20-Mule Borax Team
States should do the same. The Milliken ward
trip.
from Death Valley,
Heavy Artillery is being cut up for patchCalifornia, reached
Mrs. George Ginn and children after
Stockton Sunday afternoon to the intense
work. It is certainly humiliating and we
spending the summer with her mother, interest of
believe it to be unwise.
men, women and children
Mrs. Susie A. Rendel), left recently by
who filled the park, square and
adjacent
POWDER AT “FO PENCE A POUND. Boston boat, en route for her home in
streets as borax packages were delivered
Brooklyn, N. Y.
to all congregated and the 20 large reEditors of staid English papers, who
miss Mima mcnoorn came irom Belmarkablyfine looking mules were detachnever laughed at a joke in their lives, are
fast Saturday night by McLaughlin jit- cu irom me immense
carts, unharnessstatement
a
that
the
horse
publishing
ney, to spend Sunday with her sister, ed, fed, watered and blanketed for the
chestnut crop is to be harvested in that Miss
Nellie, returning by same convey- night in McLaughlin’s livery stable yard.
country for use in making munitions, ance Monday morning.
The nine men of the party spent the
tnus enabling the government to save
Mrs. John C. Randell, accompanied by night at The Stockton, and MondayWe do not
large quantities of grain.
her daughter, Miss Elva, was in Prospect morning the manager of the company,
know what kind of grain thus to be conlast week, the guest of her daughter and Mr. W. F. Robbins, addressed the conserved, has been used in making munihusband, Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Eames, gregated citizens upon the history of this
corn.
was
it
we
but
pop
suppose
tions,
famous mule team, the virtues of borax
returning Saturday night.
There is a suspicion that some of our
and the discovery of this great deposit.
the
Alvah
C.
Treat
in
attending
Unity
manufacturers have made a large quantity
a fine
The “Sister Susie” party for the beneof horse chestnut explosives which were fair lost, somewhere, on the trip,
sent to France to be used in battle, before gauntlet buckskin glove, which the find- fit of the Surgical Dressings committee,
Stockton Wednesday afternoon, Sept. 12th, in the
er is asked to leave at the
we ascertained that they would not pop.

Ford
we

j

DESPAIR IN GERMANY WILL
SHORTEN THE WAR.
Those who view the situation solely
a military standpoint cannot reason-

from

ably

express

a

hope that the

war

will end

years, and only then
after the sacrifice of more than half a
million of the soldiers of the United
less than two

:n

The German war policy clearly

States.

to hold their ground as long as they
an, inflict a defeat if possible and if
forced to make a general retreat to fall
•s

back to prepared defenses and rest their
weary divisions, while the Allies a;e

spending weeks in advancing and preparing for another offensive. The forces
which will be sent against them will
eventually wear them out, but only after
great efforts and terrible sacrifices. But
;be military view leaves out of consideration other factors which are now beginning to make themselves potently felt in
the conflict, and which will probably do
than

more

yet realize, in forcing Ger-

we

to give up the struggle. These are
political, economic, financial and

many

the
what

we

will designate
in

Politically,

factors.

Germany is

as

the human
world sense,

a

degenerate, artful, cruel,

a

unscrupulous, lustful for power and hated
No nalion on
even by her own Allies.

Probably the English have discovered
new process

Springs post office,

a

of treatment which makes

“director of propellant supplies” who is
to appoint a committee of investigation,
which in turn is to employ a sufficient
number of helpers, whose duties will be
to climb all the horse chestnut trees in

:

Argentina and the United States have a few hundred stenographers and tabulaser ed only to intensify the efforts of the
tors have consolidated the reports, a few
Allies to concjuer her, and so low has she
proclamations are to be issued, a few
is
no
longer
fallen that political intrigue
acres of circulars are to be prepared and

except where it can be maintained by bribery. The depravity of their
rulers is beginning to have its effect upon
thousands of German people who have

possible

still

some

Germany’s politi-

honor left.

■al depravity, of itself alone, is not an
important factor in its effect on the duration of the war, but coupled with the

economic factor, it is
siderable importance.
<"

Ai-msrur

1-1

orw)

in

ure

she

was

assuming

con-

many

without

a

MnlfC

lines of
peer.

9C

has been done and the powder has been
made and inspected, the war will be over
and the maximum price of horse chestnut powder will be about “fo’pence” a

pound.
AN APOLOGY.

manu-

A year

a half ago her manufacturers knew,
and today every factory workman knows
that their industries are well nigh ruined
and that the political factor will be a bar

to the resumption of activities and progafter the war is over. Another phase

ress

of the economic factor is the food supply.
We know that food is scarce in the neutral nations which are neighbors to GerLate medical journals printed in
many.

and other important matter.
week we have more than usual.
ence

ing that the upper classes in Germany
are on short rations, and that the poor
are suffering both for food and clothing,
l'he embargo on food and cotton strikes
.hard at Germany and if rigorously maintained, will soon make the economic
as

effective as the armies of

the Allies.
The financial factor may be briefly
stated thus: The well informed bankers
of"Germany know .that without victory
and'indemnities the country will be bankrupt.

fessed

Some of them have already contiiai defeat is certain and that it is

recar

sprit of the vessel, now on the stocks,
with ribs nearly all in position.

This

Mr. and Mrs. John M. McLanghlin,
The
with Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Hopkins as
draft and other vital matters incident to
guests, motored to Waterville Wednesthe war have demanded that we give,
Sept. 12th, to attend the fair, a
day,
them much attention, because they are
beautiful day contributing markedly to
so especially important to our readers,
the pleasures of the delightful trip.
We hope our friends will be patient.
Mr. Fred Harriman, Waterville, accom-

j

Save Your Own Seed For Next panied by

Germany have reached America and it is
.noted that food problems occupy more
£j>ace than any other medical subject, and

nearly all the food articles are printed to
show how health and strength can be
maintained by a small amount of food.
Reports from every source agree in say-

to

Year.
There is
progress.

State wide seed campaign in
It originated in the seed de-

a

his

brother-in-law,

Mr. Myers
of New Haven, Conn., motored to Stockton, Sunday, to call upon relatives and
friends.
Mrs. Harriman will be remembered in Stockton

as

Miss Lillie Moulton

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Flanders of Waterpartment at Augusta a few weeks ago.
Since then it has spread in every county town, Mass., arrived Saturday morning
and town in the State. It is the belief and are-the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Everof many that there will be a shortage of ett Staples. Mr. Flanders is traveling
all kinds of good seed this year. Hence, for the Columbia Scales Company of Bosit is urged that all possible available seed ton, his route taking him as far west as
should be saved throughout the State. Kansas City, Mo.
County committees have been appointed
The many friends of Mrs. Frank A.
by the seed department at Augusta. It Patterson, rejoice in her apparent steady
is the duty of these county committees improvement from her ill turn of Wednesto appoint a chairman of a committee day afternoon, Sept. 12fh, due it is thought
At this writing,
for every town in their county. In turn to over exhaustion.
it is the duty of every chairman of the Monday, although still confined to her
local committee to appoint deputies to bed, it is hoped she may soon be seen
assist him in carrying on the work of upon the streets.
saving the seed. It is hoped by this
aim
mis. v^uancs u.
oamuiu aim mi.
means to save a large amount that may Mrs. Richard L. Sanford and
children,
not otherwise be saved. “Let everybody with Mr. Sanford’s
friend, Mr. G. Victor
do their bit.” The Waldo county commit- Losaren all of
Brooklyn, N. Y., after a
tee consists of the following: N. S. Dona- fortnight’s tarry at The Stockton, left

entirely useless to sacrifice 3,000,000 more
for -peace. Germany
men before jisking
.raiTmake' no foreignf.loans of any' great
Albert Nickerson.
last Friday in their touring car for a trip
amount!"*- For the most part her own hue, Charles Woods,
The following have been appointed to
war. When the
through Northern Maine.
people have financed the
act as chairmen ot their respective local
bankers-*say halt, the* Kaiser"Lmust" stop
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Treat and Mrs.
The tactor'.wmcn we m.c community:
Warren Treat and daughter of Chelsea,
the war.
R.
E.
Belfast,
unGeorge
Marsh,
ttiToIkilled-as the human factor is
j F. Belfast,
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. George C.
D. No. 3.
Fletcher and son, motored to Northport
doubtedly producing- moreV unrest,tmore
Belmont, Fred Marriner, Belmont.
desire for peace
bitterness and a greater^
Sunday afternoon, returned to Belfast for
F.
R.
Frank
Quimby, Brooks,
Brooks,
few (famother.
■

Therejare
than is any
not furnishines in Germany which have
battle and the deed grist for the mills of
and impermand for more toll is incessant
taken
ativ e. Among the prisoners recently
15 tol7 years old who
are many boys from
the schools and
ha ve been taken from
untrained to the
sent unhardened and
To the soldiers in the trenches
front.

D. No. 1.

Burnham; G. J. Mudgett, Burnham.
Frankfort, F. J. Nickerson, Monroe, R.
F. D. No. 1.

Freedom, Dr. A. M. Small, Freedom.
Islesboro, Dr. B. E. Larrabee, Islesboro.
Jackson, John H. McKinley, Jackson,
R. F. D.

of distress and
Knox, B. L. Aborn, Brooks, R. F. D.
these lads carry the story
These who are sent No. 2.
hunger at home.
back the tale
Liberty, W. J. Greeley, Liberty.
home sick or wounded take
Lincolnville, A. H. Miller, Lincolnat Verdun
of the disheartening conflicts
ville.
The hopelessat Lens and in Flanders.
Monroe, O. B. Dow, Monroe.
the Fatherland
Montville, J. J. Clements, Montville.
ness of their struggle for
of every city,
Morrill, Del Paul, Morrill, R. F. D.
is now known to the people
is still grim- No. 1.
town and hamlet. Germany
Northport, Bert Mclntire, Northport.
but far away,
ly holding her battle lines,
Palermo, M. J. Nelson, Palermo.
the
rises
Prospect, C. H. Gray, Searsport, R. F.
heyo nd the roar of her cannon,
and an- D. No. 1.
•wail of a hungry, discouraged
Searsmont, J H. Packard, Searsmont.
God grant it
jjuished people. Some day,
Searsport, B. F. Colcord, Searsport.
still
will
wail
that
Stockton Springs, Dr. H. E. Small,
may not be far distant,
Raiser Stockton Springs.
the cannon’s voice, and the cruel
Swanville, H. P. White, Belfast, R. F.
will be shorn of his power.
D. No. I.
Thorndike, H. R. Ward, Thorndike.
MAINE IS DISSATISFIED.
Troy, W. H. Gray, Troy.
Unity, R. F. Ward, Unity.
Maine
2d
the
recruited
had
When Maine
Waldo, C. A. Levenseller, Belfast.
of
2,000
Winterport, C. C. Clements, Winterregiment up to jts full strength
«I
men~andf had patriotically raised the MiUi- port.
N. S. DONAHUE, County Agent
Artillery to/ a
»j. ng n crt of .Heavy

dinner and

came

treeiy and

to be able to take care of all orders for

expect

delivery within a short time. We are dropping
all other agencies in order to devote.our^entire
energies to that of the Ford Motor Company.
We carry a large stock of Ford parts and have
recently added a Ford. Service car to our equipment. Telephone us when you are in trouble.
tires

We

also carry

a

anu

accessories,

as

very

well

complete stock of
as

gasoline, oils and

greases.

and in the evening at Denslow hall
and the Wassumkeag Club Room, proved

sister,

loads of timber including the big Oregon
pines for the three masts and the bow-

want of space, we have for
some time been compelled to carry over
to a later issue much valued correspond-

Owing

more

last

The village shipbuilding plant has
cently received from Oregon, three

9tt

and

factor quite

and then the school children all ;

the Kingdom are to be enlisted in
collecting the nuts. By the time all this

over

Three years ago

fKa f rnnf

ndustrial nation. In
fact

now

mailed,

and her

arriving somewhat

Park,

Mrs. Lorena a rousing success in every particular, the
Saturday from enthusiasm and wondrous unaminitv of
Rockport to visit their aunt, Miss Nellie the citizens of Stockton embracing every
Berry and their uncle, JohnE. Lancaster. part of the town, irrespective of church
Dr. H. Everett Hichborn of Cambridge, affiliation of political belief, was surpristo even the initiated, none fully realizMass., the guest of his parents, Dr. and ing
before this tangible proof, the deep,
Mrs. Herman G. Hichborn at their sum- ing
absorbing love of country, underlying all
mer place for several weeks took Boston
these efforts to do, unstintinglyr, every
boat Tuesday, Sept, llfh, for his return
person’s bit, in this great war for World
home.
Democracy. Every housewife contributed
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Collins and daughgenerously to either the ice cream, food
ter of Rockland, accompanied by Mrs.
tea and sandwich or punch table
table,
Harry D. Shute and son Harry D. Jr., and
our people bought liberally of
everymotored to Stockton Sunday to spend the
thing offered for sale. A constant stream
day with Mrs. Shute’s mother, Mrs. Alof people, cups in hand, flowed from the
bert C. Colcord.
tea table into the flag-draped tent of
Mrs. Elden S. Shute left Tuesday, Sept, “Madame Fativia” who
skillfully read
llfh, to join Capt. Shute on the arrival from the dregs in the cup the present
of his vessel in New London, Conn. and future of each individual.
The Park
Their daughter, Miss Louise, is boarding was most
attractively decorated, wild
during her mother’s absence with Mrs. flowers, flags and ferns furnishing the
Truman Lathrop.
materials used by willing hands in giving

Beach, Fla.,

Simmons arrived

a

of their

notify Mr. Treat.

Mrs. Louie Belle Wilson of West Palm

horse chestnut powder of a most excelWe think they have done
lent quality.
so because it is said they have appointed

earth can expect her to abide by her
England, to make a careful estimate of
Her
promises or her solemn treaties.
the visible supply and to report the result
political intrigues in Mexico, Sweden,
After
numerous investigations.

or

>

cars are

home in season for

an

inspection of the Lawrence Canning Factory and the shipbuilding plant.
Mr. and Mrs. Elden H. Shute and son
of South Sebec, arrived Saturday, called
here by the coming of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Flanders. Mr. and Mrs.
Shute visited Mr. and Mrs. George H.
Hopkins in their hillside home. Mr. S.

departed for home Sunday afternoon
leaving his wife and babe for a longer
tarry.
Capt. and Mrs. Perry Sprague of Brookher
lyn, N. Y., after a brief visit with
mother, Mrs. Susie A. .Rendell, took the
11th.
Capt.
boat for Boston Sept.
Sprague’s steamer, the Amazonia, is
chartered for Zanzibar, Africa, and Bomsoon
bay, India, on which voyage he will
sail. After his departure Mrs. Sprague

band stand, tables and tent a most festive
aspect. The exercises, by the young
school children, under direction of Mrs.
Estelle B. Crosby and Mrs. Ernest Farris
well carried out and appreciated

were

by every mother of

growing family.
Fortunately the dav was most propitious
although a fall-like tingle in
the atmosphere, foretold the approach
of autumn chilliness.
In the evening
Wassaumkeag Club room was gratuitously furnished by the gentlemen members
for the card-playing groups, and Denslow
Hall furnished free of expense by the
heirs of the late Capt. Melvin E. Colcord for the dance, the music for which
was willingly given by Gerrish’s full orchestra—J. H. Gerrish, violin; Clyde
Merrithew, cornet; Orville Simpson, clarinet; Earle Trundy, cornet, and Miss
Laura Blanchard, piano. Both the club
room and Denslow Hall were
lavishly
decorated in pines, wild flowers, red,
a

white and blue crepe paper and numberless flags, which transformed the hall,

Probate Court.

j_GO

Following is a report of the September
meeting of the Waldo County Probate
Court, Judge Harry E. Bangs of Belfast
presiding:
Petitions for probate of wills were presented in estates of Edwin A. Sargent,
late of Searspon; Adelbert D. Carver,

I A.

late of Lincolnville.
Petitions for license to sell real estate
were presented in estates of Judith B.

|

West, late of Stockton Springs; Albert R.
Willey, iate of Burnham; Sylvanus T.
Edgecomb, late of Belfast; Charles H.

ed

A petition for distribution was presentin estate of Joel H. Grout, late of

1

Knox.
A

petition tor license to convey

|

accoro-

ing to contract was presented in estate of
Wayland Knowlton, late of Belfast.
Petitions lor accounts were presented

*

\
S

Mitchell, late of
Belfast, first and final; Lydia A. Berry,
late of Montville, first and final; Caroline
in estates of Velzora A.

L. Sprowl, late of Montville, first and
final; William H. Dunn, late of Belfast,

|

first and final; Mark P. Palmer, late of
Thorndike, first and final; Sarah M. Dow,
late of Prospect, first and final; Emerson

a

I

late of Waldo, first and final; AlPullen, late of Palermo, first;
Charles W. Smith, late of Troy, first and
final; Annie C. Walker, late of Liberty,

Poland,

fred W.

first and final with private claim; William
F. Keller, late of Islesboro, first and final;
William B. Swan, late of Belfast, first
and final; Franklin A. Rhoades, late of
Northport, first and final; Lydia A.

I

late of Belfast, first and final.
Petitions for collateral inheritance tax
were presented in
estates of Wm. B.

Hatch,

scene

eager to do whatever may be necessary
to benefit our gallant soldiers fighting on

|
|

Petitions for administration were allowed in estates of Elizabeth E. Huff,

foreign soil for America's magic word, late of Brooks; M. Raymond Fogg, late
Liberty. This most gratifying result is of Searsmont.
Petitions tor license to sell real estate
due in part to every patriotic hand that
icapuuucu uugi uugmgiy

for

assistance by

tu

iuc cana

mavit

the earnest members of

Mrs.

George

H.

Hopkins,

Mrs.

Rufus Mudgett and Miss Louise Shute,
committee on Cake and War Recipe;Mrs.
Frank Blanchard, Mrs. Morris Griffin and
Mrs. Fred Blanchard, ice cream committee, and serving at this table Mrs. Truman
Lathrop, Mrs. Edgar Heath and Mrs.
Leonard Donahue;Mrs. Charles H. Emery,
Mrs. Eleanor B. Colcord and Mrs. F. S.
Humiston, tea committee; Mrs. Edgar
Colcord, Mrs. Nicholas Ginn and Miss
Muriel Goodere, sandwich committee;
Mrs. Howard Capen, Mrs. Page Spaulding, Mrs. Charles P. Staples and Mrs. B.
B. Sanborn, punch committee; Miss Evelyn Colcord, Mrs. Page Spaulding and
Mrs. Charles P. Staples, hall decorating
committee; Mrs. A. C. Treat, Mrs.George
C. Fletcher and Mrs. Alice Doe, card
committee; Mrs. William Avery, transportation committee for conveying Mrs.
Estelle B. Crosby and 23 school children
from Sandypoint; Messrs. Walter t

for the

SOAP SUPPLIES

Equals

25c. Worth of

Ordinary Laundry Soap
An 8 oz. package of 20 Mule Team Borax Soap i
has the same washing value as 25c. woith of oni
laundry soap and costs about half the price. Et
OMY NO. 1.
When you use 20 Mule Team Borax Soap Chiphave no soap cutting to do. ECONOMY NO. 2.
The Borax in these Chips softens the water-helpthus save rubbing. EC<
soap do better work and
3.
MY NO.
You don’t have to use another cleanser when y-'
20 Mule Team Borax Chips, because Borax is the grea
20 \
known cleanser on earth-a natural cleanser.
other
25
%
Borax-no
Team Borax Soap Chips contain
of Borax.
It’s
product has such a large amount
1
work.
20
Mule
the
does
that
Borax with the soap
clothes
make
hygienically
your
Borax Soap Chips
shrink woolens or
and sweet smelling. They will not
etc.
chiffons,
laces,
the daintiest

Grout,

late of

GIRLS

WANTED

for Mrs. Cora Lainb the past week.
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nutter visited
Sunand Mrs. J. L. Lewis in Waterville,

day.

Knox,

first
and final; Henry O. Nickerson, late of
Swanville, first and final; Sarah A.
White, late of Liberty, first and final.

Warrants and inventories were returned in estates of Annie C. Walker, late of
E.
will return to Stockton for a two months Trundy, F. Paul Patterson and Dr. H.
Liberty; Frank L. Chase, late of Unity;
aids at dance. The ladies of these
guest
Small,
welcome
a
her
with
mother,
tarry
William
H. Dunn, late of Belfast; Leslie
afterserving
during
committees and all
in her native town.
the A. Knowlton, late of Monroe; Ursula M.
______
noon and evening were designated by
M. Newell,
ac- white caps of the Food Administration Ryan, late of Unity;'Oscar
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Treat of Milo,
late of Searsmont; George W. Crockett,
Blanche
Miss
Doe,
with
Mrs.
badges.
and
uniform,
late of Winterport; Albert R. Willey, late
companied by friends, Dr,
one of the young ladies serving puiich
Scriver and little son, arrived by auto- was entirely draped in an American flag. of Burnham; Mary A. Harriman, late of
mothCharles H. Hadley, late of
mobile Sunday morning to visit his
“In union there is strength." May the Prospect;
and sisters, gratifying result* of their strenuouaity Jackson; Ida M. Hadley, late of Jackson;
er, Mrs. James M. Treat,
Mike Breger, late of Searsport.
B. San- bespeak its continuance in the future.
Mrs. Alice T. Doe and Mrs. Bion

mam
ill HUS'
!

j

j

i

*********************

Accounts were allowed in estates of
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Gurney of Belfast j
Louise B. Bennett, late of Troy, final; visited their son, Roy Gurney, the past
j
Samuel Clegg, late of Frankfort, first week.
and final; John C. Carey, late of MontMrs. Diantha Stevenson the oldest
ville, first and final; Oliver W. Whit- lady in this section, attended the fair at
comb, late of Searsport, first and final; Waterville last Friday.
John E. Hart, late of Burnham, final;
Parties from Albion were through this ;
Celestia R. Rhoades, late of Liberty, first
last week, buying apples, paying 1
and final; Lucy Ann Knowlton, late of section
winter fruit.
for
$2.50
Northport, first trustee; David C. GilJackson has been drafted, and
J.
second
and
Guy
of
late
Liberty,
final;
man,
to
called
go the 18th. He leaves many
late
of
second
E.
Alonzo
Davis,
Jackson,
him go.
and final; Hattie C. Perkins, late of Bel- friends, who are sorry to see
Samuel
and
first
final;
Harwood,
fast,
Charles McCorrison
and Mrs.
Mr.
late of Lincolnville, first and final; Sel- visited
Frank
Mrs.
their
daughter,
den P. Chase, late of Prospect, first and
;
Stewart, a few days the past week.
Joel H.

I

Saves Time, Labor and Expense

is boarding at
Master Charlie Bowler
E. F. Bantou’s.
working
Charles Stevenson has been

allowed in estates of Maitland B.
Smith, late of Hartford, Conn; Sarah E.
were

final;

j

It is the most popular soap on the market
today. Read what is claimed for it:

north montville.

the following committees: Mrs. Everett Meservey, late of Liberty.
Petitions for collateral inheritance tax
Staples, chairman of Surgical Dressings
Committee; Mrs. George H. Hopkins (ap- were allowed in estates of Sarah A.
pointed by Public Safety Committee, White, late of Liberty; Irene V. Poland,
chairman of Red Cross work in Stock- late of Searsmont.

ton;)

Grocery Store, Headquarters

GO'S!

*

Swan, late of Belfast; Annie C. Walker,
late of Liberty.
Petitions for probate of will were allowed in estates of Mary F. Delano, late
note of yellow in the golden rod for grain, of Winterport; Arthur Boyd, late of
as shown in the Hoover Conservation of Frankfort; William H.
West, late of
Food badge. Over $100 were deposited Searsport; Eva Estelle Smith, late of
in the Stockton Springs Trust Co. to the Palermo; Daniel O. Bowen, late of Morcredit of this earnest band of workers, rill; Ella Tuttle, late of Unity.
into

A HOWES &

Hadley, late of Jackson; Ursula M. Ryan,
late of Unity; Oscar M. Newell, late of
Searsmont.

of surprising
beauty—pines for the State of Maine;
red, white and blue for the Nation and a

particularly,

TO—H

Why suffer with that uncomfortable
feeling of fullness, headache, dizziness, I
sour, gassy, upset stomach, or heartburn?
Get relief at once—delays are dangerous. I
Buy today—now—a 50c. box of Mi-o-na |
Tablets. There is no more effective stom- j
ach remedy. For sale'at A. A. Howes & j
1
Co’s.

Wages Guarani
While Learning
Apply

at

once.

ft'

Thompson Mfjj.
Freedom

Academy

FREEDOM, MAINE

College, Scientific end Agn
Courses.
for full

information, address

LUCRE riA A. DAVIS, Acting

I

housework. No v* >•’
Good wages.
Apply to
''
MRS F. A. SIIF.K'
4 Chare h Street.
38tf
Telephone 25

To do

ironing,

general

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

All members of A. E. Clark Camp.
Veterans, are requested to b<
present at their meeting next Monday
Wilmer J. Dorman is improving evening.
severe ill turn on last Sunday.
A large number of Belfast people atl.aiiies’ Aid of the Methodist
tended the Monroe fair last Tuesday anc
or
make
tack
comforters
or
,,, will
The
weather conditions
Orders are solicited. Wednesday.
viin sewing.
There wer<
were fine for the races, etc.
about 1,000 people on the grounds the

flie News of Belfast.

■

I

There will be a public masquerade ball
in Red men’s hall Saturday evening,

Sons of

B. and Earl F. Hammons and
Iv mwlton left recently for Lubec,
v
have employment with the

Sept. 29th, wirti music by McKeen’s

New Hats
for fall
All the latest
styles, shapes and
colors of the celebrated CROFUT
& KNAPP Hats are now
on dis-

Stlie

play.

at 4 p. m. when all directors
be present.

|

12

Main St

rrow, Friday, evening, weather
It will be a request program
orite selections played during

j

Belfast, Maine.

Thus far Orrin J. Dickey, the Scoutmaster, has carried on the program single-

more

handed and this season he requests all interested in boys, particularly fathers and
mothers, to take an active interest in this

and evening, in the five-part Metro
“The End of the Tour,” a
thrilling and romantic story of theatrical

ason.

v

and members of the Sons

its

Colonial Theatre.
heads the program

Metro comedy. Friday, America’s sweetheart, Mary Pickford, is offered in her

desirable position.

ville.

__.

TP

The New Edison
“77ie Phonograph with

a

Soul”

J

3'

$2000.00 in Cash Prizes
11]

A great deal has been said about the
New Edison in the newspapers. This
new Edison invention has been tested
before one million music lovers in di-

Uj

rect comparison with thirty great
singers, for the purpose of determining whether the New Edison’s Recreation of an artist’s voice can be

[j
O

detected from the artist’s real voice.
Similar comparisons have been made
The music
with instrumentalists.
critics of 500 of America’s principal
newspapers have attended these tests
and described the results in their rePrizes are now ofpapers.

spective
w

u»i

tuc

ucat

pmuiwuiiv auveriiseiiieiiLS cuuipuacu ciiLiicty

ui

iuuia-

!j;

from these newspaper accounts. You do not write a single word
urself. Instead you read what the newspapers have said about the New

i

and then piece together a complete advertisement from that maial.
Perhaps you will quote from a dozen different papers; possibly
iu will confine yourself to two or three.
That is for you to determine.

uis

ison

■

Hie prizes

are as

£1000

follows:

patchwork

250

“

“

third best

100

“

“

fourth best

“

“

fifth best

each for

ten

that

—

earn

honorable mention

I

and persons connected in any way with the
sale of Edison Phonographs are not eligible to the competition.

~

q

|

8r~j
0;

advertising

Ol

writers

mufacture or
No advertisement should contain more than three hundred (300)
ir(ls. Nothing will be considered except the actual text of the adver
isement. It is not necessary to send what is technically known as a
layout.” The prizes will be awarded solely on the “wording” of the
Nertisements. Even “headings” do not count.
You pay nothing to enter the contest and assume

doing

»;j
jj
0

in

no

do

so

by leaving their

The younger pu-

pils of Miss Amy E. Stoddard gave the
lirst of a series of monthly recitals at
i her studio, 68 Church street, Tuesday
j afternoon. Miss Stoddard gave a talk on
the life of Handel, and ofTered a prize to
] the pupil obtaining the greatest number
of reward cards during the winter. John
The
Vickery served the refreshments.

j

program:
Minuet from the Symphony in E flat,
Mozart
Miss Marguerite Owen and Miss Stoddard
Mendelssohn
Spring Song,
Beulah Young
Rubinstein
Melody in F,
Ruth Knight
A Happy Day in June,
Biumenscheen
Ira Wade
! Under the Banner of Victory, Von Blon
Ada Curtis and Miss Stoddard
Kuhlan
Allegretto,
Marvel Orchard
The May Lily,
Smallwood
Fern Orchard
The Younger Set,
Kaiser
Wilda Savery
Maehe Solennelle,
Low
Lillian Davis and Miss Stoddard
Ths Happy Farmer,
Schumann
Nellie Brewster
I Norwood
Hart
March,
Bernice Armstrong
The
Cuckoo,
j
Mahlon Curtis
1

our store and hear the New Edison.
We may be able to lend
instrument for a few days, so that you can study it at your leisure
your home.
We may also be able to give you some good tips about
an

sticks. Sandwiches, cake and fruit brought
in lunch boxes completed the satisfac-

watched the house and it filled

deserved it.

lour

advertisement, but don’t ask us to help you compose
have to certify that we did not do so.
Contest

Closes

it,

as

we

Edison Week ends October 27th and the contest closes the same day.
Write today for Instruction Blank and copy of booklet “What the Critics
Say.” Address Edison Week Bureau, Orange, N. J.

FRED D. JONES,
Successor to Carle fit

Jones.

grocery store for your 30-Mule Team
Borax soap supplies. See their advt. for
what is claimed for it.An electric
toaster makes all kinds of toast, to suit
the different members of the
family.
1 oasts ten slices of bread for one cent.
the Penobscot Bay Electric
book lost. Reward given
on its return to Mrs. O.
E. Clay, CityP°‘nt.The annual meeting of the association of the Belfast Home for

will

October 27th

;

O

n

j

ii
|"|

(j

Aged
Women will be held at the Home Tuesday, Oct. 2nd, at 7.30 p. m.See change
of schedule of the Eastern
Steamship
Lines.Ralph D. Southworth Co. have
the correct new hats for fall.
They
have now on display the celebrated
Crofut & Knapp hats in all the latest
styles, shapes and colors.Dr. Eugene
L. Stevens gives notice that he has
closed his Main

streaj.

office and will

see

patients at his residence, corner of
Church and Miller streets. See adv. for
office hours.Girl wanted for general
housework. No washing or ironing and
good wages given. Apply to Mrs. E. A.
Sherman, 4 Church street....Fresh opened Islesboro clams with genuine clam
liquor at Bramhall’s market.

I

Colonial

her only relative, an uncle. Before she
is aware of it, she falls in love and as a
result, becomes enmeshed in serious com-

plications. Various clever twists to the
story afford surprises that add greatly to
the general merit of the picture.
“A Romance of the Redwoods” links
together the arts of two of the greatest
notables in screenland, Mary Pickford
and Cecil DeMillei The talents of either
one used in connection with the
production of a photoplay would mean a subject
of unusual merit.
The combination of
both represents the affiliation of the
screen’s best artists. Not only is Miss
Pickford’s wonderful charm included to
best advantage in her new picture but. a
dramatic finesse such as she has never*
before displayed on either stage or screen

is also apparent.

Theatre|
Mr. and Mrs.

storm of applause and he
I watched him and 1 also i
me

with

how much they
After the second act he
see

tory menu. The council lire was kept admired him.
burning through the business meeting came out four
times, but with some of
and program, the girls seated on the sand the
But they insistcompany with him.

in a circle around it. Plans were discussed for the winter’s work, which, besides seeking to win many new Camp
Fire honors, is to include a series of social

ed and he

was

obliged to

appear

!

FRID \Y
2 30
7.00

Mrs.

H. E.

REEL LIFE.

Jenkins returned

from

“A Romance of The Redwood”

8.40

alone.”

Msry Pickford

su e&theart,

and

Eight

Reels —No Advance in Prices.

SA 1'URDAY
Mat -Evening

BROOKS.

entertainments to which boy and girl
friends will be invited. The first of these
will be a play with a caste of ten charac-

Sidney Drew,

in METRO COMEDY

a

pride and pleasure to

Monday

Tuesday

Uedncsday

“The Girl From

“God's Crucible”

“ihe Brand of
Satan”

a

visit in New York last week.

ters, “Her First Newspaper Assignment,”
Biue Bird
W. H. Young of Exeter called on
Rector’s”
rehearsals for which are already under
triends in town Thursday of last week.
way; and the second will be a Hallowe’en
Miss Celia Waning of Troy visited her
party with “White Magic” directed by
Mrs. Charles Mixer, recently.
sister,
Ava Burgess and Hope Dorman. A new
NORTHPORT.
Mrs. Fred Hamm of Thorndike was the i
member, Ruth Knight, will be initiated
in October. The Camp Fire Girls and week-end guest of relatives in town.
Mrs. Lake Smith and her daughter
Dr. Turner of Augusta, who is an eye Louise will leave early next week for her
Blue Birds have knit two woolen quilts
for the Red Cross.
surgeon, called on I S. Staples Sunday.
Miss Cecelia,
home in Orange, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. White were Sunday
THD 20-MULE team. Early Monday
another daughter, left last Saturday,
! afternoon the crowd began to collect on callers at her sister’s, Mrs. W. O. Estes.
The Red Cross Society which has
! Main street and by 2 o'clock the section
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Hussey of Windsor, i
all summer under the leadershif
worked
between
and
Church
were
callers
at
Mrs.
streets was Me.,
M. J.
High
Sunday
|
of Mrs. Lake Smith of Orange, N. J. and
i literally packed with men, women and Dow’s.
of Mrs. Isaac S. Hills oi
children to greet the 20-Mule Team, the
E. C. Boody, R. A. Barden and Gran- the supervision
a registered nurse, has
East
Northport,
trade
mark
of
the
famous
living
Pacific ville Morrill are at work for A. B.
Payfinished its season’s labors and has a tine
j Coast Borax Company. It is just as large , son on his store.
record. In fact during the visit of the
and interesting as advertised and all the
Mrs. Leslie Wildes of Monroe was the nurse from Boston headquarters, sent out
; men from the advance advertising man
week-end guest of her daughter, Mrs.
the hostler were gentlemanly and
by the Peter Bent Brigham hospital, hei
| to
Granville Morrill.
courteous in their dealing with the pubinspection resulted in the greatest praise
Rev. W. E. Streeter returned last week for the Northport band of workers, and
lie. The mules were sleek and well cared
i for. They were all led by one—Trilby— from a few weeks visit with relatives in she said that the dressings and all othei
work were perfect. The following is a
! apparently a little better coached than New Hampshire and Massachusetts.

I

1

|

the others.

Two horses were used

J the grocery store
j

on

Mr. Charles Foster and

the

son

Gordon of

pole, the driver Borax Bill sitting astride j Leominster, Mass., have been guests of
the left horse and guiding the mules with | Dr. and Mrs. N. R. Cook and family,
a
jerk-line. The mules are at present j
Miss Abbie Knowlton of Plymouth,
worth .$1,000 per pair. There are two Miss., Josie Knowlton of
Unity and Mrs.
wagons valued at $1,000 each, a water Jessie Reids have visited their parents,
^
tank, and drays for the animals. It costs Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Knowlton.
$200 per day to maintain the outfit. The
Lieut. Dr. Bernard Staples returned to
halt on Main street was made in front of
his work in Boston Saturday, after
of A. A. Howes &

Co., spending

headquarters for the borax soap supply

a

week’s vacation with his par-

|
j

For sale by

f)

Mc-

Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Staples.
I ents,
Ill iiuiam.
11C1C idldUlUld
rcie, rtllcUllThe
new students that have registered
|
cated and entertaining speaker, told the
! at B. H. S. this year are Miss Vera Patstory of the beginning of the company at
terson of Thorndike, Miss Pearl GilDeath Valley, Calif, of its rapid growth i
christ of Knox, Miss Estelle Hadley and
Allegretto,
the merits of their products, of
through
Paul Tuttle
; Miss Vera Croxford of Jackson, and Miss
the
and
use
of
this
now
origin
picturesque
Song of Corinthia,
Behr
of Monroe.
I team, and also vividly described this sec- Margaret Sargent
Doris Wilson
Flying Spray,
Adamson tion of California which is said to be the
NORTH ISLESBORO.
Velma Rogers and Miss Stoddard
hottest place on earth. The team went
New Advertisements. The Edison i from here to Center Lincolnville then to
Schools in town commenced the 17fh.
Co. is offering $2,000 in cash prizes for j Camden and Rockland. Later they will
Miss Leola Coombs entered the High
I
the best advertisements composed of go to Boston, from there they will ship school at
Castine last week.
the outfit to New Orleans, where they
quotations from newspaper accounts of will
begin their winter’s work in the
Charles F. Bartlett of Belfast was in
the tests of the New Edison Re-creation south.
town last week on business.
with the artist's voice. See adv. of Fred
Miss Elsa Bates left Monday for PittsI). Jones for details in regard to this con•
j field where she will attend the M. C. I.
test and come to his store and hear the
New Edison.
He may be able to give
Miss Nellie Rose will teach in the
It has been said that every third
Parker district and Miss Myrtie Pendlei you some good tips about your advertisehas
catarrh
in
some
form.
person
ton in the Ryder district.
| ment.Go to A. A. Howes & Co.’s

Co.Language

obligation by

Yours truly.

*]

can

the box office.

A Piano Recital.

jI

|

so.

Ihe

names at

I

Come to

U

mailing list

I

j

The Edison Week Bureau will give you complete instructions and
send you the booklet “What the Critics Say,” from which you can select
material for YOUR “patchwork” advertisement.
vou

I

received with

—

WHATCATARRH1$

li
Professional

the complete program on same, and all
who wish to have their names on the

fashion over an open fire.
Corn was
roasted in the ashes and apples on pointed

|

“

“

advertisement

for second

500

50

Each week

mailing cards with

Charles

I

Cash for Best

10

:
■-<

in “The Brand of Satan.”

the management is

Richard Merriam

TOUR”!

Also on the same program, Reel
Life and Mr and Mrs. Sidney Drew in a

eight-reel triumph, “A Romance of the
Redwoods.”
No advance in prices.
Three shows. Saturday, the popular favorite, Earle Williams, is offered in the
\ live-part screen version of the famous
J stage play, “Arsene Lupin.” The last of
the Paula Blackton series completes this
fine week-end offering.
Matinee and
Mr. P. j evening, the following are offered: Monson Virgil playing in the street.
Ruth McTammany in the big sensaW. Jaquith was driving the car and tried day,
“The, Girl From Rectors,” Tuesday,
to avoid the boy, but the little fellow was | tion,
beautiful Bluebird
same j the
play, “God’s
at
the
which
car
the
caught up by
i
Love
time must have struck a rock and was Crucible,” Wednesday, Montague

Mrs.

THURSDAY

Lionel Barrymati-

Thursday,

life.

|

are

I

Wonderplay,

Auxiliary are earnestly re- good work.
be present at the regular meetThere was an auto accident on Belmont
iv evening, Sept. 24th, to make
avenue last Sunday in which six people
the inspection, which takes
and a small child in the street were cont 1st.
cerned and none of them seriously .injurii time on woodcock and partMr. and Mrs. W. B. Jaquith, Mr.
ed.
s Oct. 1st and ends Nov. 30th.
and Mrs. P. W. Jaquith and little child
change from the old time of and a young man by the name of Taylor
as formerly.
Trouble is ahead were coming from their home in Montwho are neglectful m informing ville on a pleasure ride to Searsport.
es in regard to the change in
When in front of the residence of Elmer
Fowles, they saw his little four-year-old

Gilchrest, assistant treasurer
hist Savings Bank, has resigncsignation will take etfect Oct.
he will become special agent
of The Travellers Insurance
Its occupants were
:le will take a course during Oc- turned upside down.
the Hartford, Conn., Insurance only bruised and the child was not seriI luring this time his headquar- ously injured.
Mr. Jaquith runs a garage
be in Belfast.
Later with Mrs. in Montville and after a visit to the Read
he will locate in Portland. Both garage for materials had the car ready to
The others
ig Belfast’s most popular young take home later in the day
•id while regretting their remov- were taken home by Sheriff Frank A.
I congratulate Mr. Gilchrest on Cushman, a former neighbor in Mont-

j

nee

s

All

Kinley made a short visit with his sister,
Mrs. Cole, recently....Mrs. Geneva Wenttheir regards and best wishes. Mr. Cobb worth is visiting Annabell Underwood.
briefly acknowledged their thoughtful- Capt. O. A. Wade is at home for a short
As an attraction extraordinary the
visit.Mrs. Margie Ross and two_ chil- Colonial theatre on
ness and reciprocated their good wishes.
Friday will present
dren of Lincolnville, and Miss Roselin Mary Pickford in a new
Artcraft picture,
Monday the Blue Birds, with Mrs. Jackson were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
‘‘A Romance of the Redwoods,” staged
Arthur E. Wilson spent the day on the
Irvin Jackson Sunday.Mrs. May under the
personal direction of Cecil B.
shore and had what they call a “stunt”
Thomas visited her sister, Mrs. Arthur DeMille.
program in which each little Blue Bird
Higgins, Sunday.M. O. Wilson has
A Western subject of full-blooded,
does some part, either singing a song,
had his buildings equipped with lightning dramatic
action, the new Pickford vehicle
telling a story or speaking a piece. rods.
presents “Little Mary” in a role that is
These little folk are at present doing
Mrs. George E. Evans and son George entirely different from anything in which
their bit by rolling trench candles which
she has appeared on the screen.
recently
spent several days in Washing
The
Mrs. Wilson has dipped in paraffine and
D. C., while on their way to Win- story was written by Mr. De Mille himwhich will be forwarded to the soldiers. ton,
chester, Va., where George is to enter self in collaboration with Jennie MacThe senior class of the Belfast High
the Shenandoah Valley Military Acad- pherson and discloses a wealth of typical
school have issued invitations to a recepOn their arrival in Washington Pickford incidents of heart appeal. The
emy.
tion of their four new teachers—Louis J.
they were met by Mrs. Augusta Starkey settings are of the days of ’49 during the
West, Chester E. Floyd, Helen Brown, and Miss
Ramsay, two well known sum- time of the big gold rush. Mary Pickford,
and Alice E. Lawrv—at Odd Fellows hall
as Jenny
mer visilors in Belfast,and later were enLawrence, a little New England
tomorrow, Friday, evening, from 8 to 10 tertained at Miss Ramsay’s beautiful Miss, journeys to the West in search of
o’clock.
Following the reception there residence. Mrs. Evans also
expressed
will be a program, including musical numher delight at meeting Mr. and Mrs.
bers by a number of local artists. The
Thomas E. Shea who are at the Polli
committee having the matter in charge
theater for a week’s engagement.
Of
is Miss Roswell, chairman, Misses KathMrs. Shea she said: “She appeared only
erine D. Kittredge, Kathleen
Colcord, in the first act of Common Clay and lookEleanor Bruce, Frances Wylie and Theoed beautiful in a spangled blue evening
dore Bramhall and William Pendleton.
gown, wearing some fine jewels. She
The September meeting of the Camp was sweet and
Lionel oarrymore in
convincing in her part.”
Fire Girls was held on the shore at Citv Of Mr. Shea’s
acting she was more than
“THE END OF THE
Park Saturday morning at eleven, with a enthusiastic when he “appeared as Judge
luncheon at noon prepared in true camp Samuel Filson. At his entrance he was
FIVE PART METRO PLAY

j

yellow street sign with black
Porch Parties Mrs. A. E. Dutch
with the past
enouncing the Belfast Fair manager, is well satisfied
business
a
entertained
at a porch party last
for
larger
looks
and
and 18th, has been strung season
Tuesday
if war conditions are improved. afternoon in honor of Mrs. E. B.
next
year
street
from
the
!l,gh
Pythian
Lunt of
N. H. The afternoon was
Hu Dinsmore store.
The first regular meeting of the Boy Hanover,
spent socially and with
sewing, etc.
will be a parish supper at the Scouts after the long summer vacation
Misses Nellie Ramsdell and Louise Mcurch tomorrow, Friday, even- took place at the city municipal court
Donough assisted the hostess in serving
the auspices of the Helping room Thursday evening at 7 o’clock. At
delicious and abundant refreshments.
ty. The admission for adults that meeting some plans were made for
The other guests were Mrs. A. E.
Clary,
the winter program and the good times
and for children 10 cents.
Mrs. William Holt, Mrs. Elijah Ritchie,
that the boys had last winter were reI. Morse who has been with
Misses Sadie M. Preston and Marian
peated with interest. It is expected that
:ortimer Co. for several years',
there will be a larger number of Scouts Greer, Mrs. A. Edgar Trudeam of Arlingwd to enter the employ of the
this winter than last and that there will ton, N. J.Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker also
of the Pejepscot Co. as forebe some very interesting programs, in entertained at a porch party last Friday
entered upon his new duties
which the support of every citizen is re- afternoon in honor of Mrs. N. H. Small
of Cambridge, Mass., her house guest.
quested. There should be more interest i
The time \yas spent with sewing and
h and last Band concert of the on the
part of the residents of the city in
! be given on schoothouse com- the aid of the Boy Scout movement. knitting. Light refreshments were served.

I

A baked

cordially invited.Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
Jackson went to Monroe fair Tuesday.
Miss Howe of New York is boarding with
Mrs. J. A. Hartshorn.Mrs. Annabell
Underwood went to Sunset last week for

fore he left for the training camp at Ayer,
Mass.
Miss Melvina V. Parker, in behalf
of the school, presented the gift with

Ralph D. Southworth Co,

new

it will be the next evening.
bean supper will be served.

Fanny P. Mason, Mrs. C. C. Merriam.
Gentlemen—Elison Abbot, Dan. McLeod,
Clarence L. Morrill, Harry O. Norton,
a
short visit.Mrs. William Davis of
Walter L. Pierce, Geo. Wing.
The Belfast High school presented their Lynn visited her brothers, Delbert and
former sub-master, Harold P. Cobb of Mell Rolerson, last week.Mr. and Mrs.
Searsmont, with a wrist watch just be- Fred Jackson spent Sunday with Mr. and

The Correct

the first in the new house.

house has many more attractions
than the old which was burned two years
ago this month and is up-to-date in every
particular. David H. Smith, the genial

or-

ADVERTISED LETTERS. The following
letters remained uncalled for in the Belfast post office for the week ending Sept.
18th: Ladies—Mrs. Bessie M. Hill, Miss

The Islesboro Inn closed its season last
Saturday after a very successful summer,

city building Wednesday,

{Seaside

of

tion. All members 'are‘"earnestly requested to be present as this will be the
F. Shaw residence on Congress Street business meeting for the month of Sepand take possession Nov. 1&. The fami- tember.
POOR’S Mills. There will be a farce,
ly of Edwin S. Bowker who have been
occupying it will move to the Miles S. “A Matrimonial Venture” given at the
Jellison residence on Church street.
hall Tuesday evening, the 25fh, if stormy

Notwithstanding the many drawbacks which
pipes.
threatened the season on the New Englal meeting of the directors of land coast, Islesboro has had many visitThe
-t Associated Charities will be ors and the Inn a large booking.
he

meetings

Frank A. Bramhall will buy the Chas.

The annual meeting of Seaside Chauthe home ol
tauqua Circle will be held at
sardine Co.
Monstreet,
22
High
Rhoades,
s’ Circle of the North church Mrs C E
at 3 o’clock.
24th,
Sept.
afternoon,
a food and apron sale in their
day
and those who
Thursday, afternoon, begin- All C. L. S. C. members
L. S. C. readC.
new
ul o’clock.
desire to join the
be presare invited to
1921
of
class
!’. Goodhue has bought of ing
the next year
of
study
for
The plan
1 Head the block on Main street ent.
for the C. L.
will be outlined and orders
rm of Goodhue & Co. have
be taken.
will
books
C.
S.
ving for several years,

Hast the past week, while the
.1 Water Main Cleaning Co. were

regular

will be resumed Monday evening,
September 24 th, after the summer vaca-

chestra.

first day and more the second.

ssman, the Boston representBelfast Water Company, has

The

Grange

brief review of the summer season: The
branch was organized June 22. and closed

There was
tendance of 12 workers

Sept.

14th.

an

and $119 was
Of this $50 was given to the Belfast Auxiliary-at-Large and the remainder used in purchasing materials. Eoui

|

hundred yards of gauze were used. The
following articles have been made and
shipped: Four dozen fracture pillows; It
doz. handkerchiefs; 2 doz. medicine glass
covers; 8 doz. slings; 8 doz. operation
towels; 8 doz. knitted eye bandages; 3
doz. wash cloths; 1 doz. field pillows; 1
doz. tray cloths; 1-2 doz. napkins; 3 hospital pillows and slips; 13 knitted yard
bandages; 2 knit nurses mitts; 18 packages eye-packs, containing 50 each; long
knitted bandages; 10 sweaters; 4 pairs
wristers; 1 pair Kitchener socks; 1 gray
knit scarf; 4 pairs socks; 26 doz. 9x9 com-

J done

by an average attendance of
people. A record to be proud of.
WAR

| Bramhall’s

repairs

many times

the

buy.”

S

spend

what they’
Nor does

that take into account fuel waste,
and the abominations of a heating system forever "out of
whack.”

Save this loss! Safeguard your
loved ones against sickness by installing the Nationally Advertised

|

Round Oak Moistair

Heating System

•ystem that automatically
ventilate# and HUMIDIFIES

Tfc* only heating

—hence the one system that safedisease
germs that breed by the million
in hot, dry. stuffy rooms. It
keeps the air fresh, moist, luxii'j
riously warm and comfortable re-,
gardless ofweather.

guards health against the

13
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SUMMARY.

During the last week there has been a
rather intensive roar of the big guns, but

OPENED

With Genuine Clam

in

save on

presses; 46 doz. 4x4 compresses; 43 doz.
sponges, making a total of 1386 pieces

|

I
| ISLESBORO CLAMS
Liquor,
t

-/

Those who do, find they

raised.

no important infantry actions have taker
Science has shown that nasal catarrh
on the western lines.
The Italians
place
Mrs. Lukie Coombs, Mrs. Josie Farrow
often indicates a general weakness
have been making some progress, but nc
of the body; and local treatments in and daughter Emily have gone to Saco
important results have been obtained.
the form of snuffs and vapors do little, for the winter. Miss Emily will enter Aviators
have been unusually active,
I
the High school there.
if any good.
The damage done by submarines during
To correct catarrh you should treat its
Miss Eunice Keller left the 14th for j
| the last week has not yet been reported,
cause by enriching your blood with the
Dexter to resume her duties as teacher but for
the previous week the report
oil-food in Scott’s Emulsion which is a
medicinal food and a building-tonic, free and Miss Olive Coombs left the 15th for showed much less sinkings than usual.
fromalcohol or any harmful drugs. Try it. Oakland, where she has a position in the The conditions
in Russia are somewhat
® Scott & Bo
woe, Bloomfield, N. J, •
high school.
improved.

FRESH

DON’T BUY A
“TIN CAN” HEATER!

average at-

at

Market.

|*

TT»e Round Oik Moistair Heating System

Made by the Makers of the
Genuine Round Oak Stove
More than 60.000 users arrest to the
matchless saving of the Round Oak't
Moisrair Heating System It is more
durable, easier to "tend and literally
saves toni of coal l The most satisfactory plant buyable. We guarantee it *j
Ask about the made to measure Heafc-J
uig PLAN It’s FREE.
We are the exclusive
Round Oak Distributor!
FOR SALfcl bY

GOODHUE & CO.,
Belfast, Mai

ie.

LOST
A language* bm k, published in 1853.
giving
the Spanish. German. French anil
English.
Reward given on its return to

MRS. O E

('LAY,

Citypoint, Maine.

A Mother’s

Appeal

to

the

THE GREAT LAKES

President.
President, those of us who are
and husbands or other loved
in life.
ones, are giving' all that we have
Bravely we are trying to bear the sor-

ARMY OF FREEDOM STEPPING UP

Mr.

giving
rows

sons

placed

which have been

upon

trying to look forward
with some hope of their return.
We would ndt hold them back, for we
know that they are going for our honor
and to save us and all womanhood from
the fearful fate which has befallen Belgium and much of France.
But, Mr. President, we know that their
lives are being menaced because of proBravely

German activities. We know that many
a soldier’s life will be lost which might
otherwise have been saved had these
pro-German activities been suppressed
with a ruthless hand.
The men who in this country are fighting the United States by working for
are

infinitely

more

our

ene-

mies and the enemies of these .loved ones
that we are sending to battle than are
the men in Germany, even than the
Kaiser and his associates. These men at
home are seeking to stab our loved ones
in the back, and you, Mr. President,
know it. These black-hearted traitors to

humanity

Unsalted Inland Seas.

are

walking

our

streets, doing

business with our people, and yet are allied in an effort to make sure that many
thousands of our sons who might otherwise be saved shall be left on the battlefields of Europe.
In the name of the mothers, and the
wives, the sisters and the sweethearts of
all these soldiers who are being called,
and of the other millions who will be
called I plead with you to suppress with
an iron hand every man and woman in
this country who secretly or openly is endeavoring to bring about the murder of
these our beloved.
It is within your power, Mr. President,
to suppress this German element.
It is in your power to shorten the
length of this war and to save to us
thousands and tens of thousands of lives
of our soldier boys by deciding whether
you will permit these unbridled activities
in behalf of Germany, to run rampant in
this country, or whether you will suppress, before the firing squad if need be,
every man in this country who is a traitor
to God, to America and to Humanity.
If you falter, Mr. President, and do not
suppress these Pro-German activities, :egardless of the number of spies and other
German agents who may have to pay the
just penalty of their crimes, you will be
responsible before God and man for the
death of many times as many American
soldiers.
I would not add one iota to the burden
you are bearing; I would not seek to lessen the appreciation of this country of
the magnificent work you have done; but
for the boy who has left me at your call,
and the millions of boys who will leave
their loved ones, I plead with you that
nothing shall be left undone to lessen the
dangers which they face.
For my boy, ar.d every other boy, I
plead with you, Mr. President, to realize
that the lives of thousands of these boys
are staked on what the Government now
does to suppress pro-German activities in
this country —Manufacturer’s Record.

No Equal Area of Ocean Watera Haa
Proved So Great a Glutton For Human Life and
Shipa and Rich Cargoes—Mysteries of Missing Vessels.
Some

the great lakes are going
to contribute a glorious share to the

One Fault.
An old Scottish woman wished to sell
a hen to a neighbor.
“Please tell me,” the neighbor said, “is
she a’tegither a guid bird? Has she no
fauts, nae fauts at all?”
“Aweel, Margot,” theother old woman
admitted, “she has got one faut. She
will lay on the Lord’s day.”—Boston

Transcript.
One

on

Ezra.

Cyrus Pettingill made brooms for a living, and Ezra Hoskins kept a store in the
town where both of them lived. One day
Cy came in with a load of brooms, and
then dickering began.
“Ezra, I want to sell you these
brooms.”
“All right, Cy, I’ll take them.”
“I don’t want any store pay,” continued Cy.
“I want cash for them.”
After a thoughtful pause, Ezra said:
“I tell you what I’ll do, Cy. I’ll give you
half cash and half trade,”
Cy pulled a straw out of one of the
brooms and looked at it, as if for inspiration.
After Ezra had put the brooms in their
place in the store, he said:
“Here’s your money, Cy. Now what
do you want in trade?”
Cy’s shrewd glance swept the miscellaneous stock in the store.
“Well, Ezra,” said he, “if it’s all the
same to you, I’ll take brooms.”—Woman’s World.

Hubby’s Joke.
Wife—I do wish I
mirror in my dressing

had

a

full-length

room.

Hubby—Woman-like,

you

want to see

everything that’s going on, 1 suppose.
to

the “Koots” o( the 'latter.

Women don’t stop at half-way measures.
A bald-headed man will spend a
fortune buying hair restorers. A bald
woman

simply buys hair.

An
Irishman saw, while passing
through a graveyard, these words written
on a tombstone: “I still live.”
Pat looked a moment and then said:
if I was dead I’d own up to

Bejabbers,

No Kick in It.
Haeow much cider did ye make this
year?” inquired one Vermont farmer of
another who had offered him a sample

glass.
“Baeout 15 bar’Is,” was the answer.
The first man took another sip.
“I
reckon, Si,” he drawled, “if ye’d had another apple ye might ha’ made another
bar’I.”
A. F. F.

Until

now

they

have been unhonored and
unsung, except in some isolated cases, where the
poet or the romancer has sought his
audience in vain. All of the romance
of the sea is not contained in the Atlantic or the Pacific. The great lakes
are rich in romance.
History and

iegend have Joined hands to

nearly $8,000,000.

sarnie or these vessels disappeared al
most as mysteriously as did tlie Gritli
in the brave old days of exploration.
No wreckage floated to the shore. The
great lakes hid well their secrets. Navigators of the northern lakes insist that
there are portions of Lake Superior
where it is impossible to find the bottom.
The superstition is that some
ships that have gone down at sea are
held forever in this unfathomable pit
beneath tlie waters.
Like the sailors of the salt seas, the
men who navigate the inland waters
are a superstitious lot.
Almost every
wreck that marks the history of the
lakes is the inspiration of some weird,
fantastic story that by frequent repetition assumes the dignity of truth in
the sailor’s ready mind, tine such superstition that is firmly rooted in the
minds of all great lakes navigators
concerns the mysterious wreck of the

Bannockburn.
She was

a

big, powerful freighter,

carrying

a
crew of twenty-two men.
She cleared Duluth on a day in the
late fall.
What happened to her will
never be known.
She went out in the
morning and was last sighted the next
evening. That was the end. Not one
of her crew was ever found. For more
than a year the chill waters of Lake
Superior guarded well their secret.
Then one day an oar was found float
ing among the driftwood of the bleak
north shore. A piece of tarpaulin was
wrapped securely around it, and when
this was removed it was found that
the word “Bannockburn” was scraped
into the wood. The oar is ail that remains today to tell the story of the

missing freighter.
According to the queer twist given
the story by the sailors of the inland
seas, the Bannockburn is supposed to
be the Flying Dutchman of the great
lakes.
Sometimes at night, when the
chill north wincj sweeps across the
swollen bosom of Lake Superior and
the stinging “ice devils” fill the air,
Jhe lookout on some lonely point calls
loudly to his companion and points to
where he imagines the Bannockburn,
all white with ice and ghostly in the
darkness, is slipping through the black
mystery of the lake.
The history of the great lakes is
punctuated with thrilling narratives
such as this.
There are brighter «hapters that tell of heroic rescues made by
dint of dauntless courage and superhuman effort.
George W. Stark in
Outlook.
—

_

TO LOOK WELL
KEEP YOUR LIVE 1CTHE

Decorated With Plates.
One of the important apartments at
the palace of Fontainebleau, In France,
is called the (Jalerie des Assiettes, for
the reason that its decoration consists
of vertical rows of plates set In the
paneling of the walls. These plates are
very valuable, are made of porcelain,
and upon them are painted scenes and
views of many royal residences. The
plates were placed there by the order
of Louis Philippe.

and avoid irregular habits which had
to constipation or intestinal indigestion.
Don’t overload your stomach with indigestible food, rich pastry, candy and
sweets which do you no good and may
bring on biliousness or dyspepsia, leaving
the traces in your face or complexion.
Get all the outdoor exercise you can,
The way to choose between actions
get your share of sleep, and you will
is to choose between alms.—Youth’s
feel well and look well all the time.
Companion.
But if your complexion is sallow, or
pimply, if your eyes are dull or yellowish,
WASHINGTON, Sept.’ 13! To avoid isfrom biliousness, try the above suggestions, also try a small dose of “L. F.” i suance in the future of such erroneous
Atwood’s Medicine after eating, and you reports as that sent Tuesday, concerning
will soon notice the difference in your
the sinking of German submarines, a plan
looks and feelings. Safe and reliable.
of official stateSmall dose. Large bottle, 35 cents at involving triple checking
“L. F." Medicine Co., ments of the Navy Department has been
your dealer's.
presented to Secretary Daniels. It inPortland, Maine.
volves the co-operation of officers of the
Navy Bureau of Operations and editors
of the committee on public information.
The error has led officials responsible for
War Department publicity to take addiDress Materials and Coatings direct from
tional precautions against mistakes.
the factory.
Write for samples and
Mr. Daniels should eliminate the elabostate garment planned.
rators and the careless from his departF. A. PACKARD, BOX B,
ment rather than to increase the length
of his payroll.
4m36
CAMDEN, MAINE.

“WOOLENS

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil p.,P
B
■
Drops and Soothing Syrups. It contain* i\, Ji,
S
•pinni. Morphine nor other narcotic subshxw—
more than thirty years it has been in constant use
B
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, AVind < .die
S
1
Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness arising t?..
fr<
B
and by regulating the Stomach and Dows e aid th
B
similation of Food; giving healthv and natural
,.B
1
The Children’s Fanacea—The Mother’s Friend,
B

Sorie,

.-

■

Bears the

The Portland county jail now contains
prisoners sent there for intoxication.
There are a few unfortunates at the coun- 1
farm
ty
serving indeterminate sentences,
but the last prisoner committed for drunkenness was discharged from the
jail the
other day.
In fact the number of prisoners of every kind has been
greatly reduced in the jail of this county and of
every county in the State since Maine
became as near “bone dry” as it ever has
been. The claim which was once made
that prohibition promoted intoxication
and increased the amount of drunkenness does not seem to be substantiated
by I
this evidence.

weave a

a more fasrecord than the narrative of
the voyage of exploration made by
Rene Cavalier de la Salle in his fcood
ship the Griffin, the first sailing vessel
to venture forth on the great lakes?
In 1679 this ship, captained by the intrepid French soldier of fortune and
manned by a merry crew of voyagers,
with several Jesuit zealots, sailed the
length of Lake Erie, Lake St. Clair and
Lake Huron on a voyage of adventure
and discovery. The Griffin was lost on
its return voyage. La Salle, who hau
remained in the north country, never
heard of it again. The first mystery of
the great lakes had been recorded.
Countless others were to follow it. For
the great lakes hold their grim re ord
of tragedies.
It is interesting to note that no similar area of any ocean, if suddenly strip
ped of its volume of water, would expose to human gaze a larirer number of
sunken ships or more valuable cargoes
than lie at the bottom of these Inland
waters.
A record kept between the
years 1878 and 1898 reveals the startling fact that in that period 5.999 ships
were wrecked on the great lakes, and
1.093 of these were total losses. The
loss of cargo during the score of years

I

vnm.i;!>.,

I

of

Signature

__

I

no

1

narrative around this enchanted country.
Indian tradition clusters
thick about it.
Three nations struggled for dominion over the lake country—England, France and the United
States.
Innumerable shipwrecks have
contributed tlieir black pages to the
story of the inland seas. The thrill of
storm at sea. of struggle with the elements in the blackness of a Lake Superior night, of glorious victory or
brave defeat, remains to be recorded

cinathig

for_

What Enforced Prohibition Does.

thrilling

fittingly.
What chronicle contains

B

Hale Holds the Cave).
During the debate on the war revenue
bill in the United States Senate Wednesday, Senator Frederick Hale of Maine
was called to the chair by Senator
Saulsbury, president pro tempore of the Senate, and presided for some time over the
deliberations of that body.

day

literature of America.

County Attorney.

Gov. Milliken has nominated Frederick
R. Dyer of Bucklield as county
attorney
of Oxford county, to fill the
vacancy
caused by the resignation of Lucian W.
Blanchard of Rumford, who has been attached to an army division as judge advocate general, located at Camp Custer.
Battle Creek, Mich.

A VAST MARINE GRAVEYARD.

was

NONSENSE.

Going

Bucklield Man to be

are

we

Germany

Romance and Tragedy of These

us.

First Home Guard.

Our

Scarboro haa the distinction of being
the first town in Maine to organize a
home guard. About 40 residents of the
town have already enrolled and it is
likely that the membership will reach
100. Drilling is to be done each week.

Photo by American Press Association.

Citizen soldiers of the new national army parading along Fiftli avenue.
New York, preparatory to starting for their cantonment at
Yaphank, N. Y

I Recommend Peruna To

All Sufferers

I Do

I

Not

Myrtle St., Beverly, Mass., writes: “I
have taken four bottles of Peruna,

Think I
Ever Felt
Much

Better
Mrs. William H. Hinchliffe, No.

Of Catarrh—
and I can say that It has done mo
a great deal of good for catarrh of
the head and throat.
I recommend
Peruna to all sufferers with catarrh.
I do not think I ever felt much better.
I am really surprised at the
work I can do. I do not think too
much praise can be said for Peruna.”
Those who object to liquid medican procure Peruna Tablets.

201 cines

MAINE ITEMS.
Senator Fernald Honored.

Senator Bert M. Fernald of Maine has
accepted an invitation to be a member of
the committee of presentation of the
American Peace Centenary committee, i
which will have charge of the arrangements of the unveiling of the statue of
Lincoln, which is to be presented to the
British people by the committee and
which is to be erected in London opposite
Westminster Abbey and the Parliament
building, the best site in London.
A Fast Boat.

they did not emerge where the automobile was left.
Knowing the danger of travelling in
the dark, Mr. Favor decided the bes
thing to do would be to remain in the
field and await dawn. The boys made
themselves as comfortable as possible
under the circumstances. They thought
it somewhat of a lark to be out in the
fields and woods all night. Two or three
hours later the tooting automobile horns
and lights of the searchers were heard
and seen and the hikers were soon on
their way back home.
Augusta Cirl t-afe.
The news in the Boston papers Satur-

day morning to the effect that the HarSpeed is always expected from a Bath- vard unit under the direction of Dr. Hugh
built craft, so that no one was surprised Cabot, now in England, is safe,
following
when the torpedo boat destroyer Manley the bombing of the hospital by Germans
went out for
off 33 knots.

a

builder’s trial and reeled

State l air Officers.
The Maine State Agricultural Society
has elected the following officers for the
next year: President, L. M. Carroll, Norway; secretary, Harold V. Wilson, Lewiston; treasurer, T F. Callahan, Lewiston; trustees, B. A. Parker, North Berwick; Frank H. Wiggin, Lewiston; L. C.
Morse, Liberty; D. W. Campbell, Cherrv-

field.

Maine’s Beys at W cstfield.

in which an American medical ofTicer
lost his life, is of great interest to Augusta folks because an Augusta girl, Miss
Helen Dunn, is a member of that unit.
From the cryptic cable message to Herbert White, manager of the Harvard hospital unit, “All well,” comes the hope
that this Augusta girl is also safe and her
friends and relatives feel reassured because of it.
Miss Dunn has been over there for almost a year and might have returned to
Augusta this fall, but realizing the conditions of transportation and also the uncertainty of being able to return to Europe she is remaining another year before
returning. The news has recently been
received from Miss Dunn in letters to her
folks in this city that two other Augusta
girls, Miss Margaret Small and Miss Josephine Tuell, are in Red Cross work in
that locality and have been seen by Miss
Dunn.

The Springfield Union of Friday says:
“There was joy in the hearts of the soldiers on the Maine side of the field Thursday when they read the bulletin board
posted in front of the Y. M. C. A. tent.
This was dtsignated as sewing day and
tomorrow will be another sewing day.
Services of a large number of the women
Miss Dunn will be remembered as a
of Holyoke were obtained and they vol- former
popular superintendent at the
unteered to mend the clothing of the sol- Waldo County
Hospital.
diers. The notice said they would sew
on buttons, mend blouses 'and do other
How to Address Mail to Soldiers Abroad.
things in the sewing line in which women
“How can I get word to my boy at the
are efficient and men are not.
Many of front?”
the boys who had mended their own J
It is being asked a hundred times a day
clothing carefully ripped out the stitches in Boston. For “boy”
you can substitute
and carried the garments to the Y. M. C.
A. tents, where they found those who “sweetheart,” “husband,” “brother,”
“father” or any male relative, it is all
could do a more workmanlike job awaitthe same. And the answer is very siming them. There were long lines of solple, according to Postmaster Murray.
diers bearing clothes to the tent through- !
Write the sender’s name and address in
out the time they were at liberty, and
the upper left corner of the envelope.
they left enough to keep the women folks Then address the
envelope, simply writbusy while they were at drill.”
ing the name of the party to whom it is
going, with, below, the company of which
Our Belfast Artist.
he is a member, the infantry the company
Hart L. Woodcock of Belfast, Maine's is in and then: "American Expeditionary
famous artist in water colors, visited Forces.” He’ll get it.
The same postage rate prevails as in
friends in Bangor for the week-end. It
will be a matter of much interest to domestic mail. Money orders can be formany Bangor people to learn that Mr. ; warded at the same cost as at home.
Woodcock will shortly exhibit some of ,!
his fine work at the Bangor Public Li- Urge Maine Faimers to Plant More Wheat.
brary art room under the auspices of
HOULTON, Me., Sept. 12. Speakers at
Fotocraft,'which requested the privilege
time ago. Mr. Woodcock was the annual meeting of the State board of
some
asked by the management of the Bangor trade today urged farmers to do their
Fair to exhibit there this year, but he patriotic bit by raising more wheat and
had already promised Fotocraft and was other foodstuffs. The organization of a
obliged to refuse. Mr. Woodcock’s paint- Maine Agricultural League for assisting
ings of Nassau scenes have been purchas- in the marketing of crops and promoting
ed by titled people from Europe and welfare work among children was desother lands and by some of the best cribed by Silas B. Adams of Portland.
known patrons of art in this country, his The movement for better roads came in
work and exhibits each winter at Nassau for much discussion. A proposal for legishaving been seen and appreciated by lation to compel towns to place road signs
many distinguished people who pass the was referred to a committee.
winter at that famous resort. His work
ranks with that of the best artists of The Maine Woman’s Suffrage Convention.
America in water color and it will be a
The annual meeting of the Association
privilege which will be appreciated by will be held at the Green Street MethoBangor people to attend the exhibit. Mr. dist church, Augusta, September 17-18.
Woodcock will later in the fall exhibit Monday evening, Sept. 17th, Mrs. Deboin Baltimore, at the request of an art so- rah Knox Livingston will give her report
ciety there. In his many winters at of the campaign. Mrs. Arthur T. BalenNassau he has caught the atmosphere tine will preside.
and peculiarly attractive scenes there to
Tuesday morning reports of the officers
perfection and his productions have and special committees will be given and
shown remarkable improvement in the suffrage leagues will report. Tuesday afpast few years.
ternoon Mrs. Balentine will make her annual address and a conference of workers
Minister and Boys Lost Way After Hike will be held when plans for the future
will be made.
up Hill.
Lodging and breakfast will be furnishFARMINGTON, Me., Sept. 11. After ed by the local league to members of the
losing their bearings at the foot of Mt. State board and delegates. On Tuesday
Blue, following a climb to the top, the a luncheon will be served by the women
Rev. Paul G. Favor and a dozen boys
of the church.
were found standing in a field by a
searching party composed of parents of
Another Shipyard.
the children. The party got back to
The United States Shipbuilding Co., of
their homes at midnight and today spent
of New York
most of the time in bed recuperating which M. F. Ravailwich
is president, has leased a 12-acre tract in
from their experience.
and will
The Rev. Mr. Favor and the boys went South Portland for a shipyard
of four
to the foot of the mountain by automo- begin at once the construction
bile, climbed to the top three miles dis- wooden steamship.
at
The company is capitalized
5250,000.
tant for pleasure, and then hiked back.
At this season of the year darkness comeB This will make the fifth shipyard estabshore
within
Portland
the
shed
on
South
quickly. It overtook the party near the
few months.
bottom and they became confused when

Probate Notices.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo,on the second Tuesday of September, A. D. 1917.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament of Edwin A. Sargent,
late of Searsport. in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate
with petition praying that said will may be
proved and allowed and that letters testamentary issue to Maria J Sargent, the executrix
named therein without bond as provided in said

will.
Ordered. That notice be given to all persona
interested by causing a copy of ^his order to
be lubiishtd three weeks successively in The
Re ublican Journal, a newspaper published at
Beiiast, in said County, that they may appear
at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast, with-

in and tor said County, on the second Tuesday
of October next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be proved, approved and
allowed and the petition granted.
A true copy.

BARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson, Register.

At a Prob; te Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of
September, A. D. 1917.

SAMUEL H. WEST, administrator of the
estate of Judith B. West, late of Stockton

Springs,in
ing

County of Waldo,deceased,havpresented petition praying that he may
licensed to sell at private sale certain real
said

a

be
estate of said deceased situated in Stockton
Springs, in said County, and described in said

petition.
Ordered, that

the said petitioner give notice
all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican J >urnal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 9th
day of October. A. D. 1917, at ten of the clock
before neon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not
be granted.
to

HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson, Register.

In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 11th day of September, 1917,
Hattie L. Parker, executrix of the last will and
testament of Lydia A Hatch, late of Belfast,
in said County, deceased, having presented her
first and final account of administration of said
estate for allowance.
WALDO

SS.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given three
successively, in Th‘ Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested m ay attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
9th day of October next, tnd show cause, if
a> y
they have, why the said account should
not be allowed.
Weeks
h

HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy.

Attest:

Chas E, Johnson, Register,
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 11th day of September, 1917.
Walker, administrator of the estate of
C. Walker, late of Liberty, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate,
together with his private claim, for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in
Belfast, in said
County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
the 9th day of October next, and show cause,
if any they have, why the said account and
private claim should not be allowed.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
Joel J.
Annie

A true copy.

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 11th day of September, 1917
Beulah R. Nealy, administratrix of the estate
of Franklin A. Rhodes, late of Northport, in
said County, deceased, having presented her
first and final account of administration of said
estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested n ay attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast on the
9'h day of October next, and show cause,
if any they have, why the said account should
not be allowed,
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson, Register.

EXECUTRIX’S NO 1 ICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that she has been duly appointed executrix of the last will and testament of
DANIEL 0. BOWEN, late of Monill,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
GRACIE E. BOWEN.
Morrill, Maine, Sept. 11, 1917.
EXECUTOR’S

NOTICE.

The subscriber

hereby gives notice that he has been duly appointed executor of the last will and testament of

MARY F. DELANO, late of Winterport,
the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
WARREN DELAnO.
Winterport, Maine, Sept. 11, 1917.

in

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
M. RAYMOND FOGG, late of Searsmont,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
DONALD H. FOGG.
Searsmont, Maine, Sept. 11,1917.
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.

hereby gives notice that
appointed executor of the

The subscriber
he has been duly
last will and testa-

ment of

EVA ESTELLE SMITH, late of Palermo,
County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, end all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
GEORGE A. WORTHING.
Palermo, Maine, Sept. 11,1917.
in the

In
nil.

At a

Use
■

Probate Court

For Over 30

™t-CtNT»UH COMPANY.

1

Years

S

NEW YOHK CITY.

held at Belfast, within and I At

a

Probate Court held

at

j

Pol!

for th«j County of Waldo, on the 11th day of I
for the County of Waldo, o
September, A. D 1917.
September, A. D. 1917
CHARLES M, HOWES, administrator of the
HARRY R. COOLIDGE
eecate of Oscar M.
Newell, late of Searsmont, ! the estate of Albert R.
;n said
County of Waldo, deceased, having j ham, in said County of Wiiley
Waldo,
a

;

i

i,

presented
petition praying that he may bn I ing
a petition
prav,
licensed to sell at public or private sale certain be presented
licensed to sell at private V
real estate
beIonging;to the estate of said de- j estate of said deceased,
situat.
ceased, situated in Searsmont, in said County and described in
said petition,
of Waldo, and described in said
I
petition.
that the said petit,
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to Ordered,
all persons interested by ch
Persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published thr.
this order to be published three weeks suein The
siveiy
Jour:
cessively in The Republican Journal, a news- published at Republican
Belfast, in said
paper published at Belfast, in said Lounty,
at
a
may
Probate
appear
Cour *,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, within and for said County, on Belfast, within and for said (\ u:
of
October, A. D. 1917, Ht r,
the 9th day of October, A. D. 1917, at ten day
before noon, and show cause, if H:
of the clock before noon,and show
cause, if any
the prayer of eaid petitu
why
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner be granted.
should not be granted.
HARRY E BAN.,
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
A true copy. Attest:
f has. E. John.
Chas. E Johnson, Register.
<

}

j

j
j

i

\
]

■

WALDO SS. In Court of I
Belfast, on the 11th day of
Wallace Palmer, administrate
Mark P. Palmer, late of rl h
County, deceaeed, having pres. ■:
and final account of administia:
tate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th
day of
September, A. D 1917

►

FRED W, BROWN, Jr, administrator of the
estate of Joel H. Grout, late of Knox, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
a petition praying that the
Judge of Probate
may determine who are entitled to said estate
and their respective shares therein and order
the same to be distributed
accordingly.

Oidered, That the said petitioner give notice
to ill persons interested by causing a
copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, in said County, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
9th .day of October, A. D. 1917, at ten of
the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
A true copy.

HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.

Attest:

Chas E. Johnson, Register.

A true copy.

At

Attest:
Chas. E.

a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo,, on the 11th day
of September, A. D, 1917.

"i
,•.

successively, in The Re, <
!
newspaper published in
all persons interest
at a Probate Court, to be held
the 9th day of October next, a
if any they have, why the *a
not be allowed.
a

County, that

A true

,

•

copy.

?

HARRY E. BAN
Attest:
Chas. E. Johns.

Ju^
.,,

WALDO SS. In Court of I
Belfast, on the 11th day of Sen?

Joseph
tie

■».,,<

Symonds, Henry 1»
C. Bickford, executors of u,,
W.

testament of Velzora A. Mitche
fast, in said County, deceased, hnv
ed their first and final account
tion of said estate for allowance

at a

Johnson, Register.

\

weeks

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
fer the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of
September, A. D., 1917.
Ordered, that notice thereof he
HARRY M, SEEKINS of Swanville, in said weeks successively in The Reput !
County of Waldo, having presented a petition j a newspaper published in Beifah
praying that Idella D. Knowlton, administra- ty, that all persons interested in
Probate Court, to be held at Be
trix of the estate of Wayland Knowlton, late
day of October next, and show
of Belfast, in said County, may be authorized
they have, why the eaid account
to execute a deed to carry into effect a conallowed.
HARRY E. BA
tract entered into by the said Wayland KnowlA true copy. Attest:
ton during his lifetime with said petitioner.
Chas. E. Johnson
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a
copy of j
WALDO
In Court of I'p
SS.
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper Belfast, on the 11th day of Me, t
published at Belfast, in said county, that they Merton G. Norton, \ guardian
Pullen of Palermo, in said (
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 9th presented his first account of adi
said
estate for allowance.
day of October, A. D., 1917, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
Ordered, that notice thereof I.
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
weeks successively, in The R»
not be granted.
nal, a newspaper published in lo
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
County, that all persons interee

At

^

Probate

Court,

to be held

the 9th day of October next.ai
any they have, why the said
not

j
»

..

')

J

h

h

be allowed.

HARRY E. BAN
A true copy.

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson
ANNABEL SWAN KELLEY, executrix of
the last will and testament of William B. Swan,
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, de- j
WALDO SS. In Court of Pr,
ceased, having presented a petition praying Belfast, on the lith day of Sep
that the actual market value of said property, ! Herbert C. Sprowl, administratt
the persons interested in the succession there- of Caroline L. Sprowl, late of
to and the amount of tax thereon may be de- j said County, deceased, having p
termined by the Judge of Probate.
first and final account of edmimsi:
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice estate for allowance.
to all persons interested by causing a copy of !
Ordered, that notice thereof bt
this order to be published three weeks suc- weekB successively, in The Kepi;
ce sively in The Republican Journal, a news- ! nal, a newspaper published in Be
paper published at Belfast, in said County, that
County, that all persons interest
they may appear at a P.obate Court, to be held tend at a Probate Court, to be he:
at Belfast, within and for said County, on the j on the 9th day of October nex
9th day of October, A. D, 1917, at ten of the
cause, if any they have, why the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
should not be allowed.
HARRY E. BAN
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted,
Atrueopy. Attest:
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
Chas. E. Johnson
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
WALDO SS. In Court of Pro bn
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
Belfast, on the 11th day of Sept
the
11th
of
for the County of Waldo, on
Ross W. Berry, administrator of
day
September, A. D. 1917.
Lydia A. Berry, late of Montv
JOEL J. WALKER, administrator of the es- County, deceased, having presen
and final account of administrate
tate of Annie C. Walker, late of Liberty, in
tate for allowance.
said County if Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that the actual marOrdered, that notice thereof be »
ket value of said property, the persons interweeks successively,in TheRepubiand
the
amount
the
thereto
succession
ested in
a newspaper published in Belfast,
of tax thereon may be determined by the Judge
ty, that all persons interested may
of Probate.
Probate Court, to be held at Be If
and
9th
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice if day of October next,
any they have, why the said ac«
of
a
copy
to all persons interested by causing
this order to be published three weeks succes- not be allowed.
HARRY E. BAN
sively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
A true copy. Attest:
published at Belfast, in said County, that they
Chas. E. Johnson
may appear at a Probate Coutt, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 9th
In Court of Prol
the
clock
SS.
at
ten
of
D.
WALDO
A.
of
October,
1917,
day
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
Belfast, on the 11th day of Septi
of
not
administratrix
should
Ina McLaughlin,
why the piayer of said petitioner
William K, Keller, late of Iaieat.
granted,
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
County, deceased, having present!
and final account of administration
A true copy. Attest:
Chas E. Johnson, Register.
tate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be t
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and weeks successively, in The Republics
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of
a
newspaper published in Belfs*'
Soptember, A. D. 1917.
County, that all persona interests.! 1
held at
HERBERT C. HADLEY, administrator of at a Probate Court, to be
the 9th day of October next,
the eBtate of Charles H. Hadley, late of Jackh„
cause, if any they have, why the
son, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
allowed.
presented a peti ion praying that he may be should not be
BANOc
E.
HARRY
sale
cerlicensed to sell and convey at private
A true copy. Attest:
tain real estate belonging to the estate of said
Chas. E. Johnson.
deceased situated in Jackson, in said County,
and described .in said petition.
WALDO SS. In Court of Probat
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice
Belfast, on the 11th day of Septet:
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
Swan Kelley, executrix of
Annabel
this order to be published three weeks succeswill and testament of W illiam B. bw
sively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
in
said County, deceased, ha
Belfast,
published at Belfast, in said County, that they sented
her first and final account of
be held at
may appear at a Probate Court, to
istration of said estate forallowanr
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 9th
Ordered, that notice thereof be k>Vi
day of October, A. D. 1917, at ten of the
if
weeks successively, in The Repubi
any they
clock before noon, and show cause,
should
of
said
a newspaper published in Bellathe
petitioner
nal,
prayer
have, why
not be granted.
County, that all persons interested n
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
at a Probate Court, to be held at I
the 9th day of October next, a
A true copy. Attest:
bs:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
c-'use, if any they have, why the
should not be allowed.
HARRY E. BANGS.
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
A true copy. Attest:
Belfast, on the 11th day of September, 1917.
Chas. E. Johnson, Ran
the
estate
of
administrator
GeorgeS. Heagan,
of Sarah M. Dow, late of Prospect, in said
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE,
County, deceased, having presented his first
and final account of administration of said es- scriber hereby gives notice that he
tl
tate for allowance.
duly appointed administrator, of
Ordered, that notice thereof be given three of
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
ELIZABETH E, HUFF, late of Bn
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Couna
at a in the County of Waldo, deceased,
attend
interested
all
may
that
persons
ty,
All persona
directs.
^
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th bonds as the law
said
against the estate of
day of October next, and show cause, if any demands
set
for
same
the
to
present
they have, why the said account should not are desired
t
and all indebted thereto are requested
be allowed.
immediately.
payment
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
9
P
r^
ALPHONZO R. HI
A true copy. Attest:
11,1917.
Maine,
Sept.
Brooks,
E.
Johnson,
Chas.
Register.
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Smooth Skin Comes With

"FRUIT-A-TIVES”.

Use Of

Dress

Stylish

7

Economy.

the MOTHERS’ CORRESPONDENCE

Ways to Look Smart With Small Outlay.
Military Trends. Dark Rich Colors.
of The

[Correspondence

practices

in her

economy

It is
a

a

woman

expenditures,

she must look dowdy. On the contrary,
clever management often secures excep-

tionally stylish results for the woman who
confines her wardrobe to a few just right
pieces. Often she buys only one new hat

Iunrted
-SoldBY

season, and wears it on all occasions
where a hat is demanded, using her last

year’s chapeau for a second best, with
perhaps some slight change in its shape
or garnitures that costs next to nothing.
Very little trimming is used on really
smart hats, but that little must be correctly placed and of the right Bort. Still
so many ornaments to choose
from that it is comparatively easy to turn
out a good looking hat if the shape, color

and style of it harmonize with the
er’s looks and outlines.
Lines of First
NORAH

WATSON

Importance.

It seems bromidic to harp on lines all
the time, but these are of such importance

Drayton Ave., Toronto.
that to neglect them puts anyone out of
Nov. 10th, 1915.
the running, as far as clothes are con,1 complexion is a handsome
cerned. Fashion demands a simple, rather
f glory and the envy of her
straight silhouette as the basis of every
e rivals.
Yet a soft, clear
variety of style.
;ig with health—is only the
Military Trends.
7 ofpure Blood.
ubled for

a

considerable

ry unpleasant, disfiguring
covered my face and for

implications and remedies
After using Fruit-a*
no week, the rash is com1 am deeply thankful for
1 in the future, I will not be

EXPORT BUSINESS GROWING
Our Great Ally Possesses
Recuperative
Powers Which Justify Belief that She
Will Meet and Solve

Military trends are especially emphasized in coats, both those for wear over
dresses and suit coats.
Service lines are
copied in patch-pockets,—belts, buttons j

WELL

FED.

■

on

Harvard.

a

traveling fel-

Zurich is about

'll of the German

After the War.

The government does its part

to war-

j

“I would like you to find me,” one
lonesome lad wrote, “a nice lady who
would like to have a nice fellow 18 years i
old for a son. I would do all I could for j
her, just to have someone to call
‘mother.’
Secretary Daniels of the Navy Department has approved Mrs. Ellis’ work.
The war has increased the navy’s personnel, and many more “mothers” are need- J
ed to cheer the lonesome boys.
Ethel Hurst.
If any of our readers desire to do their i
bit in this work they should write to Mrs.

and retain the confidence of the
holders ol 14s securities.
One of its
wise policies is to ini, use new taxes to
lefray the interest charges on new se?urir> issues. It began this practice
already on the road to recovery from' ifter the Franco-Prussian War, and is
oday following the same rule in regard
the blow of invasion
by a ruthless en- :o securities issued to finance
the presemy.
uit conflict.
This continuity of purOne of the most important develiHise doubtless, will prove reassuring
opments is the announcement that
all holders of French government
one of (lie largest
banking institutions securities.
in America concerned with
The Franco-Prussian war of 1870foreign
trade, the Guaranty Trust
Company 1^71 (aught the French people the
of New York, has opened a Paris
weaning of thrift mid economy. So
branch to handle the rapidly increas- well did
they learn this lesson, that
ing volume of French business.
he whole sum of the indemnity deTliis action may surprise many per- nanded
by Germany, $1,000,000,000,
sons v\ iio bad
thought of France as was raised within the republic’s conrant

Emma Fergerson
for information.
INFANTILE

aaren ury
OR FLETCHER’S
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Must not Lower Maine School
Standard.

Me., Sept. 9.

State Supt.
Augustus O. Thomas has sent
1 unication in which he
says
asure of present defense and
re welfare of the
country, it
reatest importance that the
maintained in the highest
efficiency while the country
le call upon the local superschool committees, teachers
io join in a campaign to mainnl standard.
he past year the school coMaine was 152,470 pupils,”
I homas, “and it is our duty
record even in the present
f the attendance is reduced
rength of State and Nation

pondingly impaired,
ormal schools and colleges
ie overlooked.
I would urge
ung people of the State who
do so to find a way to con-

ollege

course.

ols must bear their share of
jurden. We must adjust oul
conformity with the needs
s.
It is important that the
ol hours be advantageously
that respective communiuenefited.”

nations,

f.

j

i
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Cannot Be Cured

J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.

Livery, Boarding

discovered and isolated. The
of the disease, it is believed, is a
matter of but a short time, now that the

1

7
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McCall

Design
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and the genera! smart, trig effects that
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SOLDIERS

IN

THE VERDUN

SECTOR

distinctly military.
oowea
unaer a calamitous invasion.
The chin strap of Tommy Atkins cap,
has no doubt suggested various adapta- | Tlie bank, however, gives figures indicating thut France is not only meeting
tion of this mode that one sees worn,
1 r military and civilian problems with
especially by the younger contingent so a stout heart
and never failing courfar.
Later its more general use is sure,
age, but Is re-establishing her export
as it is a
most becoming line for older business with this
country.
women.
In 1914, the year of the outbreak of
the War, imports from France to this
The Bustle Trend.
totaled $141,440,252. This toOnce more we see an inclination to \ country
tal was reduced to $77,158,740 in 1915,
bunch up draperies below the waist line
hut last year the value of French Imat the back of the skirt, which is herald- ports to the United States rose to
$102,ed as the return of the “bustle"—that 777,000.
“A nation that can achieve such a
atrocity which some of the older women j
commercial recovery while her terrican recall—but it is a far-cry from the
deformed hunched look of the old-time tory Is being ravished by the invader,”
the 7'rust company's statement,
bustle to the pretty soft drapingsthat are says
“possesses recuperative powers which
that
result
shown today.
Hip draperies
Justify the belief that she will emerge
from the hang of the skirt, form pockets, j from the
present conflict prepared to
and attached side draperies, are still very meet and solve
triumphantly the probfrocks
and lems which confront her."
well endorsed for ornamental
The commercial and industrial record
are often present, discreetly modified, on j
it France, following past wars, indithose for general wear.
■ates that she should recover quickly
Materials Modish.
from the actual physical destruction
are

Velvet will have great vogue and satin
is the leader among silks. Dresses of this
fabric in black, blue, neigre and other
dark rich tones being relied upon for the
can be relied upon for almost

Inflicted in the present conflict.
The
reconstruction of railroads, the erection
5f factories to replace those destroyed,
and the replacement of the mechanism

REPAIRING A

RUINED CANAL.

fines by Its own Inhabitants and paid
off more than one year before the time
stipulated by the Germans.
The habit thus acquired has never
been forgotten by the French, and today the aggregate number of investors
purchasing the French war loans has
reached the amazing total of 4,500,000
Individual subscribers. Perhaps no other country, In proportion to Its
population, can make so good a showing.
France Is particularly forunate in
that her small Investors prefer "safe"
investments rather than offerings which
promise high returns.
Government
Rentes, in France are perpetual, aud
this characteristic seems to obtain for
these government bonds increasing favor In the eyes of the French peo-

|

EASY TO GET, EASY TO KEEPUSE “DIGESTONEINE” AND WIN

quick re.ief from Heartburn,

a

stoinacii, dirtiness and other
one your entire
indigestion ills.
system, s ir uo yo r appetite by folthe
lead
tf
lowing
thousands—

spent hundreds of dollars with other
remedies, have been bothered overlive
with
what
was
pi n- uuced
I ale food that I knew
gastritis
would raise gas on a y stomr.eh. so
to
my surprise after‘having
taken
the dose of your ••Dicestoneine” I
had no distress whatever*.
JAMES W. STOKES, Clallatine, Mo.
Your fauli if you suffer
M UST satisfy or money

CITY DRUG STORE,
Read & Hills Proprietors,

SALE

ARE FOR

IN

BELFAST

BY

ESSIE P. CARLE
Who by special arrangement has all the
patterns all the time.

iy“NO WAITING TO SEND.

For

Sale

City thresher, one McCormick
binder and one potato digger; all in excellent condition. Inquire or phone
One Bell

WALDO TRUST CO Belfast,
Arthur Higgins, Belfast, R. F. D.

or

57

Phone 176-5

LOST
Belfast, Thursday,
gold bracelet, inscription M E.

Between Searsmont and

August 28th,
D.

Reward.

3w36p

a

MRS. D. L.

CRAIG,
Searsmont, Maine.

Square.

P. O.

THEIR
MAN

RETIREMENT

ARMY

TURAL

FROM

DESTROYED

OCCUPIED

MILLIONS

Tentative steps have already
teen taken by representatives of
Amer.
can engineers and business men
in this
work.
Aside

from its attractive business
aspect, tlie enlistment of American
money and effort in the great task of
reconstruction that will remain at the
ind of the war will tend to cement still
more closely the ties that bind the two
■treat Republics together, and will enUde Americans to discharge in part
die debt they owe to France for her
friendly Interest in the welfare and
progress of the United States from
the beginning of its life as a nation.
In Judging
Jny nation,
sumption of
tlie growth

OF

the industrial status of
its production and concoal, iron, and steel and
of Its trasportatlon systems are highly significant factors.
In 1809, French Industries consumed
21 million tons of coal, of which 13.5
millions were taken from home mines,
in 1912, the consumption was (11 milions, of which 41 million tons were
aken from home Thiv.es
In 1869, the French output of cut
was

;

I

Mill

Lociiij

f360

i j

Sites, Farms,Sites

I

:

1

for Summer Hotels
and

OF

THE

GER-

AGRICUL-

J [POPULAR I

give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location for a new start

Undeveloped

of the United States and of France entitled to as much respect as those of
the mightiest empire.
In defense of
these principles, France Is engaged in
a death struggle with militant autocracy and ruthless aggression, and it is
not surprising to learn that she has
loaned to her allies and to other friendly states 7,000,000,000 francs with which
to further the cause of democracy.
It
is in keeping with America's traditions
that since the date on which we formally aligned ourselves with France
and her allies in the great struggle, our
Government has lent to France $370,-

000,000.

Communications
invited and

are

when

will receive

CENTRAL,

MAINE

It is eminently fitting that America
should now be fighting on French soli
to make the world safe for democracy.
The liberty that America has enjoyed
for 140 years France helped her to
achieve. The swords of Lafayette and
Rochambeau, aided by the guns of I>e
Grasse upon the high seas, assisted in
cutting the foreign ties that bound the
American colonies prior to the War for
Independence, and from the private
purse of King Louis himself came the
first loan to America—unsecured and
unconditional—to finance that historic
undertaking. It was with entire justtice that Washington wrote to Rochambeau, “To the generous aid of your nation and to the bravery of its sons is
to be ascribed in a very great degree
Hint independence for which we have
*

And

State Year Book
pages filled with
Maine information.

elections.State, County

and

ISSUID AUGUST 11. 1917

Price, #3.00

ALBERT C.

DONHAM,

j

attentions

32

Exchange Street,

7w35

Portland, Maine

sports nnd pl«v Largely conutructive; tell*
how to build boats, motorcycles.wireless, etc

how to

fOR SALE 8Y

make repairs

at home.

35,030 NEWS OEALERS
I

your dea er to shoiv you a copy; if not convAiient
to nr«» stand, send *1 50 for a year's subscription.
or fifteen cents
for current issue to the publishers.
Catalogue of Mechanical Books free on request.

POPULAR

j j

the

V

6 North

MECHANICS MAGAZINE
Michigan Avenus, Chicago

N---

or to

CENTRAL

Popular Mechanics offers no premiums:
not join in "clubbing offers,’* and
no solicitors to secure subscriptions

does

RAILROAD,

BELFAST AND
On and after

r
i

BANGOR
Turbine Steel

BURNHAM.

June 25. 1917, trains connecting

for and from

Boston, will

through trains
Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
run daily, except Sunday, as fol-

Waldo.
Brooks.
Knox.
Thorndike.

Unity.
Winnecook.

Burnham, arrive.
Bangor.
Clinton.

TO

BELFAST
AM

PM

6 55
17 00
17 10
7 22
»7 34
7 40
7 4*
‘7 58
8 10
11 52
8 28
8 38
8 44
11 50
3 20

2 30
t 2 35
t 2 45
2 57
t3 09
3 15
3 23
a3 30
3 40
5 20
6 22
5 32
5 39
8 30

Portland.

Metropolitan

m!

Maine
AM

AW

3 CO

10v.0

7 15

12 60

10 15

Belfast, arrive.
tFlag station.
Unlimited tickets for Boston
$5.86 from Belfast.

are now

M. L

26
40
32
42
05
15
23
3L
40
55
05
|5 15
5 20

sold

TI|E DIAMOND
Ask your

■»

BRAND.
Druggist f„r

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

Seth W. Norwood,
BROOKS,

at

Law,

d »ys at 5 p
FRED W.

m.

POTS, Atent, Belfast, Me.

A NURSE GIRL FOR TWO SMALL CHILDREN.
Applv to
MRS. JAMES MITCHELL.
At the Jones' Bungalow, Condon Shore,
tf
3qo
Belfast, Maine.

Freedom

Academy,

FREEDOM,

|

MAINE.

College. Scientific and Agricultural
Courses.

a

< hi-ches-ter g Diamond
Brund//V\
Pills in Red and Hold metalliAVV
boxes, sealed with Blue RiM.on. V/
Take no other. Buy of your V
DruawiNt. AskforC'III.CirKs-TEir*
DIAMOND BRAND PII.I.m, f.r
years known as Best, Safest, Alwavs kclia le

Line

W anted at Once

HARRIS,

S PILLS
CHICHESTER
lajHes!
/\
I

same

at

General Passenger Agent.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manaarer, Portland Maine.

Steamship

BEWEEN PORTLAND AND NEW
YuKK
Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 SO p. m.
Ijeave New York, Pier 19 North River, on
DIRECT

3
12
»3
3
4
t4
4
4
4
4
15

10 22
10 31
10 50
til 00
11 30
11 45
111 55
12 57
tl 15
fl 40
1 50

t9 35
9 40

Line

Leave North side of I dia Wharf. Ronton,
every dly at 6 p. in due New York 7 30 a
Same service returning from Pier 18. North
River, New 1 *rk,

AM

Citypoint.

Belfast

DiitBJf jSi’vV-:i'i aoir >v \s\> new
VIA OAI E COD CANAL.

R FI. FAST

Waterville. 7 18
Bangor. 6 45
Benton. 7 2q_
Clinton. 7 34
Burnham, leave. 8 25
Winnecook. t8 35
Unity. 8 44
T1 orndike.
8 52
Knox. 19 00
Brooks. 9 15
Waldo. t9 25

Steamships

Leave Belfast daily, except Sundays, at 5,00
p. m for Nor hp >rt. Cam len, Rockland and
Boslon.
Leave Belfast daily, except Mondays, at
7.30 a m for enrsport, Buckeport, Winlerport
and Bangor.
RKTURN, leave India Wharf, Boston, daily,
except Sundays, a 5 « 0 p. m.
Leave Bangor drily except Sundays, at 2.00
p. m. for Boston and intermediate landings.

lows:

depart.

LINE.

and Camden

at Burnnamand Waterville with

Attorney

Publisher,

r
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Amateur Mechanics indoor
i<y>w«"rori8in«i
and outdoor

the shop, and

MAINE GENIKAL RAILROAD

Town officials.Business Directory of each City and Town.
New, Revised and up-to-date.
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N
\
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1100

State of
Votes at last State and National

20 race# each issue tells oa«y
SHOD
* NotCS nrul better wavs to do thi
tiff* in

employs

EDITION 1917-18
Nearly

^
^
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INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

Boston.

REGISTER

readers each month.

ft

S

locations

regarding

addressed to any agent of

Portland.
Boston, pm.

MAINE

AH the Great Events in Mechanics,
Engineering and Invention throughout
the World, are described in an interesting manner, as they occur. 3,000.000

U

etc. Antique furniture a specialty. If you
have anything to sell drop me a postcard and
you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H .COOMBS.
64 Main Street, Belfast.
Tel. 249-3

in. pine
A million feet of 2 in., l(j in. and
our mill at Skowhegan, Maine
M. F. D’ARCY & SONS COMPANY,
61 No. Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
6m33

WRITTEN SO YOU CAN UNDERSTAND IT

s'
c

Unlimited Raw Material

Benton.
Waterville.

delivered at

MAGAZINE

F

Water Power

every descripSECOND
tion.
Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves,

WANTED

MECHANICS

£

;

life.

Citypoint.

^WANTED

EACH MONTH

Camps

MAINE CENTRAL RAiLROAL
in

PICTURES

360 ARTICLES
ALL NEWS STANDS

LOCATED ON THE LINE OP THE

Belfast

Belfast.

HAND GOODS of

1,380,909 tons, and of steel
,060,000 tons.
In 1914, France pro
lured 5,311,000 tons of cast iron and
i fought.”
1,635,000 tons of steel.
ron

TERRITORY
DOLLARS

MACHINERY

>f industrial activity that will be rejulred and that is in part already
datined, offer a peculiarly Inviting
ield to American capital and enter-

factory
'---

FROM

nn

prise.

10c. and 15c.

longer—Direstoneinc
l-ack- For proof, see

PRESTON, Proprietor,

^uarriesi

PORTLAND. MAINE.

years

Cireful drivers if d;iirei.

Ha'ole, 235 2; house, 61-13.
W. G.

MAINE

I have never taken anything that
.cave me sueli quick relief. and I haw

IN

—

—

bit of striking embroidery
a narrow long sash gives

I

sour,

gassy

in millinery, trimming is
usually sparingly used, to emphasize the
lines rather than for mere ornament. If
is short,

Telephone

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

The points of sympathy between
France and America are too many to
enumerate, but the spirit of liberty and
its resultant democracy are. today as
always, I he major Ideals of both na
tions.
Seeking no victories but those
of |leave, no territory except their own.
no sovereignty except sovereignty over
themselves
the
Independence and
equal rights of the weakest member of
the family of nations are to the people

JUST OFF MAIN STREET.

_

ple.

as

the end of

patronage is solicited.

our

STREET,

double hitches, burkboirls, etc.

Good Farming Land

satin weaves.

on

A

single and

AND

occasion.
Moire is exceedingly smart but far from
being so generally useful as the glossy

one

I have

——^^——

any

In dress,

and Transient Stable.

IS SITUATED UN WASHINGTON

is known.

Working day and night for a year in
the attempt to isolate the germ of the
disease that last year killed 6000 children
in the United States, three Philadelphia
physicians have made public the results
of their investigations. The three physicians are Dr. Myer Solis Cohen, a specialist in children’s diseases; Prof. John A.
Kolmer of the University of Pennsylvania and the Polyclinic college, and Dr.
George A. Heist. Their investigations
were
carried on in the Mastbaum research laboratory of the Jewish hospital
and the laboratory of the University of
Pennsylvania. The work was made possible by contributions of Jules E. Mastbaum.
This is the second time that the infantile paralysis germ has been found and
isolated, the Rockfeller institute of New
York being the first to do so in 1913.
The institute acknowledged recently that
the work of discovery of the germ in the
local medical institutions marked a considerable advance over its own research.
The story of the discovery, which is
hailed as epochal by experts in the country, is to appear this week in several national medical journals.

dress that

they

annot reach tha
ffion of the ear
chere is only one
atarrhal deafness, and that is by
al remedy. Catarrhal Deafness
inflamed condition of the mu*
f the Eustachian Tube. When
inflamed you have a rumbling
"‘Perfect hearing, and when it is enl»eafneR8 is the result. Unless
ti >n can be reduced and this tube
t* normal condition,
hearing will
i forever.
Many cases of deaf1,jH«d by catarrh, which is an inflam
ri
of the muous surfaces.
Hall’s
‘re acts
through the blood on the
faces of the system,
K've One Hundred Dollars for
any
,rrhal Deafness that cannot be cured
*farrh Cure. Circulars free. All
as

PRESTON’S

cure

cause

j

CURABLE.

definitely

>

:^rrtal Deafness

PARALYSIS

physicians

height. If the other thing is desired, a
patch-pocket at the hip line of material
that holds the eye, gives width and diminishes apparent height. The placing
of the trimming is all important—and
AT THE ROOT OF EVIL. the present fad for lining draperies, sling
pockets, or the caught-up-at-intervals
night, Sept. 8th, at 11 o’clock
ufacture ceased in the United sort of hem with strongly contrasting
r provisions of the food concolor is an easily copied style that api the millions of bushels of peals to clever dressers.
"fore used in making that
Verona Clarke.

nk will be diverted to food,
of whisky also stops tonight,
•.■terminable how much grain
d to the food supplies as a re■•perts say about 100,000,000
used by the distilleries each
"h about 40,000,000 bushels
whisky manufacture,
may continue manufacturing
commercial purposes and
hem have arranged for this
rs
turning their distilleries
dacturing plants for yeast,
• I
by-products.
estimate the quantity of
bonded warehouses at about
gallons. Stocks not in bond
flie quantity on hand in the
to about 230,000,000 gallons.

j_DAVSy

Ellis, Indianapolis, Ind., !

Announcement was made recently by
of the Jewish hospital that
I he germ of infantile paralysis has been

border,

•re

*

Its easy to make good bread I
with William Tell Flour.. I
Its so easy, it's just fun'!
I

J

food conditions there Mr.
never was a time when ]
not get enough to eat,” Mr.
d when questioned by a
-s reporter, “I had to learn
t a good many things to
veil accustomed.
The govrecently introduced bread
gar cards have been in use
long time. Two lumps of
is the allowance, and we
ged to learn to drink tea,
such things without sugar.
:e was a whole month, in the
s year, when 1 didn’t see a
government had confiscated
cs fur seed and no one was
serve them.
Since the latthe summer, however, there
tatoes enough. Eggs, butter
uve been scarce, and it has
ry to get along with substithe prices are pretty high,
the most sensational price
ss are contending against is
coke.
They are actually
ton for that, and coal is alIliable.
On conditions in
Ir. Hammett could make no
It is a well known fact that
•Hy hard up,” he said, “but
1 enough to squeal
is the

FLOUR.

the Correspondence Club is doing:
“I am another one of those boys that
has no dear mother, and never knew a
father. I am hurt when my friends show
j me long and loving letters from their
mothers, and sometimes I have seen
I women on the street, that is, old ladies,
that looked so kind and loving that I
have felt like dropping on my knees in
front of them and asking if they would
care to take me as a son.
That is how
bad I have wanted a mother in my life.”
“My mother was killed in a railroad
wreck in 1910, and I was a good many
miles from home and did not get to see
| her. I wrote my mother quite often before she was killed, and now I have no
one to write to, so if you will find me a
nice mother 1 will thank you very much.
’Cause a boy don’t know how he misses !
a mother until she is gone.
I am a boy !
of seventeen, and if I only had someone
to call mother I would be all right.”
“I lost my mother when 1 was eight
years old; and my father was a drinking
man.
I can’t help crying at nights,
sometimes, because I have' no mother. I
No one writes to me, only boys. I wili j
be awful glad if you will get me a |
mother.”

vastly!

immett of Portland has just
me after a year’s study in

erland,

Triumphantly
Problems Which Confront Her

M ith Palis Boulevards
echoing with!
tites ior American
troops our interI est in the welfare of our
ally
increases, and the facts are not lacking to encourage the belief that she is!

ruit-a-tives”.
NORAII WATSON,
x. 6 for $2.50, trial size, 25c.
or sent
by Fruit-a-tives
Jensburg, New York.
OT

the

'

Tell

ers” show the need of the work which

The increasing activity of her railway system is similarly demonstrable.
In 1800, there were in France 10,749
mih»s of railroad track; in 1912, there
were 91.54(1 miles.
Between 1809 and 1012, inland navigation increased 150%; while tile traffic
3f her mercantile marine had
amazingly expanded. The tonnage entering
French i>orts in 1809 is set dowh as
11,000.000 tons. In 1012, this had been
increased to 59.000.000 tons.
Leaders in Americau finance ascribe
the solidarity of the French republic to
three influences^ first, a thoroughly
sound banking system, centralized In
me of the greatest banking institutions
*f the world, the Bank of France; see•nd. the ingrained thrift and frugality
the French people as a whole, together with a national economic vigor
)ot elsewhere surpassed; third, wise supervision. and patriotic cooperation by
:he government with banking and business interests.

1

William

education.”
The following letters asking for “moth-

D. P. PALMER and OWENS BROS.

Natural Thrift and Economy
Promise Rapid Progress,

wear-

I

Right

FRENCH INDUSTRY
IS RECOVERING

there are

I

Wear

States

a

I

The object of the organization is to
send weekly letters to the lonesome boys
on
Uncle Sam’s
battleships—to the
navy’s orphans which otherwise have no
home ties and cannot escape a feeling of
depression when the ship’s postman passes them by because he has no mail for
them. Each member must possess “a
true Christian spirit, a heart full of love
for boys, mature motherhood, and a good

Journal,]

New York, Sept. 17, 1917.
mistake to suppose that because

■■m—m

CLUB.

For full

information, address

HV*KY M.

WOODS, Principal.

House forSaiT
ON PARK SI REEl
The ishute house of nine rooms and bath
with modern conveniences. Apply on tne

MAINE premises.
j

SEARSPORT.

CLARION FURNACES MAKE I

Barge Herndon sailed Sunday for Philadelphia.
Capt. H. G. Curtis left Monday on a
fishing trip down the bay.
Charles B. Deshon is visiting friends in

tion of fresh,

in

weekMiss Ethel M. Nichols was the
and Mrs.
Capt.
her
of
parents,
end guest
C. M. Nichols.

Frank Eastman is super; “.tending the
on both sides
laying of concrete sidewalks

BANGOR,.MAINE

of the Congregational church officiating.
Interment was in the family lot in Elm-

from
Barge Cumru arrived Saturday
Philadelphia with 3,000 tons of coal to the
P. C. & W. Co.
C.

L.

motored from
for

a

Everett, Mass., Sunday

short visit.

Mrs. F.

Mrs. Maria J. Field left Monday for
Franklin Park, Mass., where she will

spend the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Smart and children
of New Bedford, Mass., are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. W. D. Smart.
John Frame, superintendent of the P.
a
C. &- W. Co., returned Sunday from
business trip in Boston.
Lieut. Wilbur of the U. S. Radio Sattion at the Charlestown Navy Yard, was
a visitor in town Monday.
Mrs. M. S. Dodge who has been spendto
ing the summer in town returned

end

as a

a

Eastman spent the weekguest of friends in Searsport.
M.

Mrs. Sarah Clark has been the guest of
her cousins, Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Belches.

jjix

leu

wonuay

iui

j_,uw-

called there by the illness of
her mother, Mrs. A. J. Kimball.

Lanpher of New Britain,
Conn., was in town Friday to attend the
funeral of Capt. Charies E. Averill.
Clarence

that it has been rare indeed

Rev.

and

a

fine

position

j

urday evenings during the moving pic-

j

Death Valley, California, from Bangor
for Belfast stopped in post office square
Monday for one hour and drew a large
crowd of the townspeople.

Eastern Steamship
Steamers
company commenced their fall service
Monday of four trips per week leaving
of

the

Searsport Monday, Wednesday, Friday
and Saturday at 1.30 p. m., and arriving
from Boston Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday
and Saturday.

on

Schools commenced here a week ago.
Miss Marie May of Island Falls is teacher of the High school, Miss Izora Duncan
of Islesboro, teacher in the Primary department, and Mrs. Leola Rowell teacher in District No. 3.

their tour

Eli O. Colson,

veteran of the Civil
paralytic shock Tuesday
a

War, suffered a
of last week and was taken to the Waldo
County Hospital. Mr. Colson was born
Dec. 22, 1826, on the farm now owned by
Weldon Nickerson and has always lived
in his native town.

Capt.

Charles

E.

Averill,

one

of the

best known and most respected citizens
of this town, passed away Tuesday, Sept.'
11th, at his home on Main street, after an
illness of three weeks. He had been in

bered.

of God.” After the service three candidates, Mrs. Everett Knights, Emily Heal
and Millie Whitcomb, received the rite of

SWANVILLE.

Belfast, Me., Oct. 16-17,1917

j|
fig
|

Plan to attend this event and bring your friends.
fair to be held under the new management and
ccme and get acquainted with us and help boost.
THIS FAIR IS A MEMBER OF THE

|®
*

LADIES’

RfD CROSS BOOTH

an entirely
GRAND CAVALCADE of exhibitors around track. Ihis is
be
some
will
special features.
Uaivit or,el util be wciih suing os Ihne

HORSE HULLING

BALL GAMES

BELFAST BAND

coastwise trade in command of the Sch.
He retired from the

BIG MIDWAY

sea several years ago and has worked
ashore, engaged in the trucking business.
He married Miss Lizzie Lanpher, who

SIDE SHOWS

sing

General Admission to Grounds,
Automobiles and Carriages,

He is survived by
died January 10, 1913.
one daughter, Miss Eliza L. Averill, clerk
in the Searsport post office for several
C. Averill of
years, two brothers, John
of MonAverill
F.
Edwin
and
Searsport

S. A. R. VETERANS ADMITTED FREE.

Dancing oi

hr

Cftra

Dime bcih

new

AMUSEMENTS

SIGNOR HAMMONS will

ntningg—Kftn’s

a

E. G. Stahl from Litchfield

business visitor in

is

visiting

J. E. Hall.

Belfast Friday.

visiting her mother, Mrs. Florence Clem-

Jabos.

|jgj
|

||

to beat the band

Oichestia.

25 Cents
25 Cents

j|ft
«W

jg
jg
J
1
M

^
**

Mrs. Adell Choate and daughter are
visiting her cousin, Mrs. Nellie Miles, in
Hallowell.

Mrs. Frank Hendricks of Pasadena,
is visiting friends in Brooks and
Jackson. Mrs. Hendricks was Miss Ola
Webb of Jackson. Her many friends are
glad to see her back once more.

Cal.,

Adams of Searsmont preached
here last Sunday in exchange with ElC.

S.

bridge Davis.

j

Maynard E. Hall attended the fair in !

Among those who attended Waterville
Fair from here were Levi Stevens, W. L.
Boyd, Dell Dodge, J. H. McKinley and
son Fred, Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Morton,
Ora Morton, Eunice Chase, Henry and
Lyman Stevens, M. E. Stevens. Fred
McKinley was among the boys taking
part in the Dairy judging contest.

friends in

Waterville and visited

Au-

gusta last week.
Mrs. Anna Thurston from South Freedom and sister, Miss Chase from Milford, N. H., attended church here last

Sunday.

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they annot reach tha
diseased portion of the ear. chere is only one
way to cure catarrhal deafness, and that is by
Catarrhal Deafness
a constitutional remedy.
is caused by an inflamed condition of the muWhen
cous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling
sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely closed, Deafness is the result. Unless
the inflammation can be reduced and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will
be destioyed forever.
Many cases of deafness are caused by catarrh, which is an inflamHall’s
ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
Catarrh Cure acts through the blood on the
mucous surfaces of the system.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case|oftCatarrhal Deafness that cannot be cured
by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Circulars free. All
Druggists,

75c.
F. J.

j
j

&

l
i

1
1

unwaphed,

PRICE.

18^
j

RETAIL

MARKET.

1 10
22a28 Lime.
7
18a22 Oat Meal,
6
239 Onions,
14al5
2 24 Oil, kerosene,
10
2 24 Pollock,
27
32 Pork,
1 13
2 70 Plaster.
7
10 Rye Meal.
2 25
16 Shorts,
10
24 Sugar,
1.00
12 75al6 60 Salt, T. 1.,
7
3 26 Sweet PotetoeB,
7
27 Wheat Meal,

Beef, Corned.
Butter Salt.
Corn,
Cracked Coro,
Corn Meal,

CheeBe,

Cotton Seed,
Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,
Clover seed,

Flour,
H. G.

Seed,

Lard,

Turbine Steel

Steamships

Belfast

p.

m.

Leave Bangor Mondays, Wednesdays, Thurs
days and Saiurda3 8 at 11.00 a. m. for Boston
and intermediate landings.

Metropolitan

Line

DIRECT BETWEEN BOSTON AND NEW
YORK VIA CAFE COD CANAL.
Leave North side of India Wharf. Boston,
every day at 6 p, m., due New York 7.30 a. m.
Same service returning from Bier 18, North
River, New lork,

Maine

DIRECT BEWEEN PORTLAND AND N(,W
YORK.
Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 6.30 p, m.
Leave New York, Pier
days at 5 p m.

19, North River,

both of Monroe.

Foy-Bartlett

on

BIG BUSINESS
YOU

supply of Stonographers and Bookkeepers is never equal to the demand. Join
classes

now.

Free

circulars.

THOMAS BUSINESS COLLEGE,

The annual meeting of the association of
the Belfast Home for Aged Women will be
held at the home of the society Tueadav evening, Octobe r 2nd, at 7 30 o’clock, for the purpose of electing officers and transacting any
other business that may legally come before

said meeting.

Per order of the President
SUEM. PARTRIDGE. Clerk.

For Sale
SECOND

good

repair.

2w37

HAND

in

GROCERY WAGON

GEORGE P. CARTER,
Searaport, Maine.

Towne-Mohundro. In Seattle, Wash,, Sept.
8, Josiah Towne and Miss Doris'Mohundro,
both of Seattle.
BiKBAverill. In Searsport, Sept. 11, Captain
Charles E. Averill, aged 68 years and 1 month
Moore. In East Belfast, Sept. 14, Fred B
Moore, aged 46 years.
McCambridge, In City Hospital, Watertown. N. Y, Sept. 6. Alexander R, McCambridge of Benton Mines, N. Y., formerly ol

Frankfort and Waldo, Maine, aged 83 yean
and 18 days.
Moore. In Snyder, Okla, Sept. 8, Mrs,
Frances Locke Moore, aged 84 years, 1 montt
and 1 day.
Pearson. In Morrill, Sept, 18, George W
Pearson, aged 78 years, 6 months and 22 days
Shepherd. In Rockland, Sept. 11, John D
..

^.

Shepherd,

Jr.

Smith. In Camden, Sept. 10, Fannie Smith,
agad 74 years.

Teacher of Pianoforte
Trained at the New England Conservatory
of music under some of the best maBtere in
Boston, Harmony lessons if desired. 4t36p
Studio at Residence, No. 8 Grove Street.

NOTICE
that

DR. EUGENE L. STEVENS
he has closed his Main street office end will
see hie patients at his residence, corner of
Church and Miller streets.
Hours—10 to 12, morning; 2 to 4, afternoon;
7 to 8, evening.
4wS8
Telephone 87
announces

Waldo,
I l. s.J

ss.

Supreme Judicial
in

Upon

the

Vacation

\

Belfast, Sept
Libel, it

j

annexed

the undersigned, a Justice of
notice be given to the Libelee b
attested copy of the same,
thereof, together with this or
weeks successively in The R.
a newspaper printed in Belfast,
of,Waldo, the last publication t>
at least before the next term ol
be bolden at Belfast, within a:
ty, on the first Tuesday of Ja;
he may then and there appeal
and answer thereto, if he see
WARREN C. I'ii

j

\

1

!

Justice Supreme
A true Copy of the Libel ami
thereon.
3w3fc
Attest: GEO, T. El

j!

Notices

At a Probate Court heid at Beit
for the County of Waldo, on
September, A. 1). 1917.
ROSE M. DAVIS of Belfast, «
A. Davis, late of Belfast, in t-

at

Belfast,

«

|
j
]

r

paper
that they may appear at a Pr
be held at Belfast, within and t
on the 9rh day of October, A.
the clock before noon, and shthey have, why the prayer of
Bhould not be granted.
HARRY E. BAN
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. John.-

*

i
!

1

In Belfast, August 31, by

Rev. Arthur E. Wilson, Willis N. loy and Vida
M. Bartlett, both of Montvilie.
Gordon-Merry. In Belfast, Sept. 16, by
Rev. D, Brackett, Walter Carl Gordon and
Miss Bernice Elouise Merry, both of Thorndike.
Shaw-Foster. In Belfast, Sept. 18, by Rev.
J. Wiibor Richardson at his residence, James
Peter Shaw and Miss Evelyn Agnes Foster,
both of Stockton Springs.

/

■

Justice

published

The

our

i

praying that an allowance ma\
out of the personal estate of sOrdered, That the said petit;
to all persons interested by cat
this order to be published th
ceaBively in The Republican J

FRED W. POTE, Agent. Belfast, Me.

NEEDS

sHp»

made oath that the atatemen
the foregoing libel by her eig
Before me,
H. C

Waldo, deceased, having pres-

same

NOTICE

Emery,

a

ss.

Probate

Line

Steamship

Harvey. In Belfast, Sept. 18, to Mr. and
Mrs. Josisb Everett Harvey, a son, 10 pounds.
William Harrison.
Porter. In Rockland, Sept. 11. to Mr. and
Mrs. William L. Porter, a son, Percy L.

Bailey-Emery. In Belfast, Sept. 12. by
Brackett, Lester J. Bailey and Miss

!

STATE OF MAIM

Waterville, Maine.

Rev. D.
Avis M.

J

Wherefore your libelant pray
decreed a divorce from th
mony now existing between n.
John Devine.
Dated at Belfast this eleve
tember, A. D.,1917.

and Camden
Leave Belfast Mondays, Wednesdays, T'huredays and Saturdays at 2.00 p. m. for Camden.
Rockland and Boston.
Leave Belfast Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
days and Saturdays at 7.30 a. m. for Searsport,
Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
RETURN, leave India Wharf, Boston, Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays at 5 00

BORN

M AKKlhiU.

JJ

be

Personally appeared Julia

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PAID PRODUCFR.
PRODUCE MARKET.
13 00
00a 300 Hay,
19
7
Hides,
dried, per lb.,
26
9 00 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
1.00
8 50 Lamb Skins,
Beans, Y. E„
8
36a38 Mutton,
Butter,
84
llal2 Oats, 32 lb.,
Beef, sides,
1
25
11 Potatoes,
Beef, forequarters,
20
00 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
8 00
32 Straw.
Cheese,
26a30
80
Turkey,
Chicken,
2
40 Tallow,
Calfskins,
13al6
20 Veal,
Duck,
63
60
Wool,
Eggs,
5 00
25 Wood, bard,
Fowl,
3 60
Wood, Boft,
Geese,

\

■

Waldo,

BANGOR LINE.

j

bbl,2
Apples,per
•*

!
7

STATE OF MAIM1.

j

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.

;

Justice of the Peace duly author
ixe marriages, and ever sin. e sa,:
has conducted herself toward
as a faithful, chaste and affectmi
the said John Devine, wholly ur
marriage vows and duty, since >a
has cruelly and abusively trea
and being of sufficient ability, at.<i
to labor and provide tor her.
wantonly and cruelly neglected
provide suitable maintenance
Libelant further avers that ah
cohabited with said libelee in t;
said marriage; that she now
State, and has resided here
i
one year next prior to the date
Libelant further says that Bht
endeavored to ascertain the ree
libelee and his residence cannot
by reasonable diligence,

t t rr

CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.

e

j|

ent.

Miss Mildred Mitchell of Belfast has
been spending a few days with Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. McKinley.

||

including

SGMETKIKC CQINC ALL 1 HE TIME BC1H CAYS

William Butman.

|

OXEN PULLING

HORSE RACING

MERRY-GO-ROUND

of Searsport in the West India and South
American trade, finally engaging in the

The funeral services were held at
Friday, Rev. T. H. Martin

CATTLE SHOW

AGRICULTURAL EXHIBIT

SF ECIAL ATTRACTIONS BEFORE GRANDSTAND,
vicious Horse feat.

son

his late home

NATIONAL TROTTING ASSO.

DEPARTMENT

|

si

GIRL’S CANNING CLUBS OF WALDO COUNTY EXHIBIT."

§

of James C. and Sarah (Howe)
Averill and followed the sea from boyhood as an officer of brigs and barks out

roe.

This is the first
want you to

we

UNIVERSITY CF IVAIKE ACFICUlTURfL EXHIBIT IN EXHIBITION HAIL.

POULTRY SHOW

was

State of Maine,
WALDO, SS.
To the Honorable Justice of t
Judicial Court, next to be holdm
within and for the County .f

,,

|

failing health for several years but continued to work until his last illness. He
was born in Searsport, August 10, 1849,
the

Wilbor Boyd

halldale.

I

JACKSON.

Dr. and Mrs. T. N. Pearson, Leona
T. B. Stevenson from South Carolina
first Tuesday of January, in i->.
Miss Ardis DollifT is entertaining friends
Woodbury and Millard Nickerson made
Lord one thousand nine hui
called on relatives here Sept. 14th.
Old
Town.
from
last
week.
The
a four days’ auto trip
teen:
MounSeveral
from
the
Central
the
White
here
attended
was
objective point
Miss Beatrice Bickford is attending
lULIA E. DEVINE of Swanv.
Maine fair in Waterville last week.
tains, stopping one night at Mt. Wash- Brooks High school.
J ty of Waldo and State of
ington hotel. They reported a delightfully libels and gives this H<
Mrs. John Otis of Fairfield was the ! be informed that
ful trip.
she was legal1.
Colby Amsden has returned from a
guest of her son Arthur Sept. 12th and John Devine, whose residence m
three weeks’ visit in Aroostook county.
11CXC WCIC 11U pupuo ai uunuaj ocuuui
at
her,
Belfast, in the County
13th.
State of Maine, on the thirties
Sept. 16th. Rev Nathan Hunt gave a
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Page spent Thursday
A. D. 1916, by H.
tember,
very interesting sermon upon the “Claims
1
is
of
Portland
Miss
Millie
Clement
in Burnham with Dr. and Mrs. Jothan

i
|fj

B
B

■

The New Belfast Fair

H

B

Penobscot Bay Electric Compam

Hunt is attending school at
Her mother, Mrs.
Mass.
Nathan Hunt, accompanied her and is
spending a few weeks with friends in
Massachusetts.
Esther

Northfield,

RETAIL

Irom

I

Richardson Warren of
is spending a few days
with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Morgan.

today, Thursday,
team

B

WE SELL ELECTRIC TOASTERS

Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Wood and two
children of Belfast, were Sunday gues’s
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bowen.

Reading, Mass.,

wenty Mule Borax

v
f.
fK
,
You
can watch
the bread 4toast and
remove it
when it is JUST RIGHT because the toaster operates
on the dining table or any other convenient
place
Attach to any socket.

The Electric Toaster is handsome, efficient
and economical besides making the best
kind of toast in the easiest way.

in Sears-

j

1

B
B

Toasts Ten Slices of Bread for 1 Cent

Mrs.

J

The

“Lots of It”
BILLY

Cushing Chapter, O. E. S., held its lirst |
Miss Fannie Brown is teaching in Dist. baptism.
regular meeting since the summer vaca- 1 and 2.
Rev. and Mrs. Fred Morgan and daughSteamer Ruth, Capt. Briggs, arrived tion, Wednesday evening of last week
Mr. H. O. Bachelder recently lost a ter Elizabeth motored to Washington
with
a
attendance.
good
county recently, visiting at Cherryfield,
Monday from Newport News with 4,700
valuable horse.
Machias, Cutler, and many points of intons of coal to the P. C. & W. Co.
It is understood that Earl Bowden who \
Rev. A. A. Blair of Livermore Falls terest in that locality. They attended
Mrs. Hugh Mclnnes and Arthur Sulli- enlisted in Battery F., First Maine Heavy ;
Jacksonville campmeeting, where Mrs.
was calling on friends in town last week.
Artillery, failed to pass t he federal ex- |
Morgan spoke, and Mr. Morgaii gave a
van who have been visiting J. H. SulliMr. Everett Lenfest has moved his stereopticon lecture.
animation at Westfield, Mass,
van, returned to Boston Wednesday.
in with his brother on the East
Kenneth Nealley had the misfortune to 1 family
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Crook and daughPROSPECT.
side.
of
both
bones
his
wrist
break
Tuesday
their
at
summer
who
the
ter Doris,
spent
A. E. Blake of Bangor, recently visited
Drs. Goodrich J
while cranking his car.
Mrs. Leon Trundy and daughter JoseCottage, returned to Brewer last week.
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Dockham.
and Nason were called and reduced the :
were
of
her
phine
guests
sister, Mrs.
Sidney M. Webber and family who
Several from this place attended Campfracture.
Chester Trundy Sunday.
have been spending the summer in town
meeting at Maple Grove last Sunday.
Mrs.
A.
H.
of
Hanscom
New
York
and
in
Augusta Friday.
Sunday Mrs. Bertha Curtis ot Frankreturned to their home
Mrs. John Jennison of Waltham is the
Mrs. John Fuller and son of Tampa, Fla.,
fort was the guest of her parents, Mr.
Arthur B. Smith and family, who
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mr«. Daniel
who have been guests of Mrs. Joshua and Mrs. Augustus
Tripp.
Dockham.
spent the summer at their cottage at Treat
Jr., left Tuesday for their respectMrs. Otis B. Patterson planted two
Pleasant Cove, returned to Brewer last
Mrs. Almeda Randell and daughter
ive homes.
week.
potatoes last spring which had lain in the Elva of Stockton are guests of Mr. and
Claude Buyers, foreman of the shirt
ground all winter. From them she raised Mrs. C. M. Eames.
Nehemiah Roulstone.formerly of Searsfactory, failed to get exempted for indus- ; 59 potatoes of good size which weighed
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Killman returned
jiort, has joined the U. S. Army and is trial reasons. Mr. Buyers has been very
Sept. 9th from a visit in Warren with Mr.
10 3-4 lbs.
Boston
at
Fort
now stationed
Strong,
and Mrs. Edwin K. Grant.
popular with the employes who will reMr. and Mrs. Chauncy Hardison and
harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Cunningham of
gret his departure.
two children and Mrs. Pettengill of BanSwanville spent Sunday with Mrs. C.’s
Rev. C. II. McEinmey and family who
Raymond H. Carleton and Clyde E. cor and Mr. Elmer Cunningham of Carimother, Mrs. Uceba G. Marden.
have been spending their vacation in Philbrick left here Tuesday for Belfast ;
bou were guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
Mrs. Nettie White of Bucksport who
town have returned to their home in to join the contingent from Waldo counCunningham Sunday.
has been visiting her niece, Mrs. George
Skowhegan.
returned to her home Sept.
ty, leaving there Wednesday for the canMr. McKinley Damm with Mr. Fred W. Haley,
Mrs. John Eyre and family who have tonment at Ayer, Mass.
Palmer of Monroe took an auto trip to 11th.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Grant of New York,
been spending the summer at their cotMrs. F. E. Harding and daughters, who
Hebron, their Alma Mater, last week,
the summer with the former’s
tage on Union street have returned to Miss Jessie Carpenter of Washington, D.
visiting Norway, Bath and the Fair at have spent
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ira Ward, returntheir home in Orange, N. J.
C., Miss Dorothea Fernald and Miss Cur- Waterville on their return.
ed to their home Sept. 15th.
rant of Dorchester, Mass., were recent
Mr. Fred B. Nickerson underwent a
Mrs. Charlotte B. Ford and daughter,
Mrs. Eugene Shute of Boston, who
callers on Miss I. E. Grant.
critical surgical operation at his home has been visiting her parents, Mr. and
Dr. Amelia C. Ford, who spent the sumMiss Ethel Nichols of Searsport and
last week performed by Dr’s. Tapley, j Mrs. D. F. Dockham, returned to her
mer at their cottage on West Main street,
Her mother accomElmer and Foster Small. At last reports home on Friday.
returned to Milwaukee, Wis., last weeK. Miss Geneva Grant accompanied Mr. and
panied her as far as Bangor.
Mrs. Edward S. Calderwood and chil- Mrs. Samuel T. White of Bangor on an he was getting along nicely.
Mrs. H. A. Blanchard and Miss Oria
dren who have been spending the summer automobile trip in Aroostook county and
t-Mr. and Mrs. Willis N. Briggs and son Libby respectively', entertained the memattended the Presque Isle fair.
at the Jackson bungalow, returned to
George and Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Nicker- bers of the W. C. K. Club, Sept. 5fh and
went to Kidder’s Sept. 12th. There will be no meeting the
son [and son Milton,
their home in Roxbury, Mass., Saturday.
Dr. W. J. Adlington who went to Ayer,
coming week, as most of the members
car.
the
in
Briggs’
Point
Sunday
F. H. Mosman and daughter Clarabel, Mass., with the first six drafted men
plan to attend Monroe fair on WednesMr. McKinley Damm left Tuesday day.
Mrs. Jennie Dockham will be the
who have been spending the summer at from Waldo county, is much dissatisfied 5,
next
hostess
DartSept. 26th,
at
*
studies
his
to
resume
of
the
the
morning
incompleteness
equiptheir cottage at Mosman Park will return with
to their home in North

MO 1 HER

She

Twenty from this church attended the
Lincoln Baptist Association at Camden
last Wednesday.

event of the decade will be long remem-

series

of four minutes talks at Union Hall Satture program.

parents,

Annie Paul has

A large crowd was on the streets Saturday at 6 p. m. to see the 20 Mule Borax
Team with “Borax Bill” at the jerk line.
The outfit stopped at the Commercial
house, the mules being parked in an enclosure close by the hotel. The men said

day.

a

An electric toaster is the only device that
makes
as needed and Jo suit individual taste.

Gilmore, Turner; Whittier, Miss
Hutchins, North Penobscot;
Miss Althea
Lowell, Miss E. Margaret Page.
Lowell, Mass.,

returned home last Satur-

W. A. Cowan, Esq., is giving

MnTU.,D

port village as teacher of the 7th, 8th
and 9th grades.

|

Mrs. ADDie

“Nice and Brown”

Fred Morgan.

from coast to coast, to find such ideal
Miss Winnifred Neally left Saturday parking accommodations. The
handsome
afternoon for Castine where she began
Springfield, Mass., Friday.
mules so sleek and well groonied were
Mrs. William Boulivant of Boston was her studies as a Senior in the Normal | much admired. Those privileged to meet
in town last week the guest of her broth- School.
Tarantula Pete were much impressed
Ernest Spurden and Earl Coggins who with his pleasing personality and all were
er, Capt. Andrew M. Ross.
disappointed not to have him address the
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Averill of Monroe have been employed at the Islesboro Inn,
crowd, which again assembled Sunday
were in town Friday to attend the funeral Dark Harbor, returned ^to their homes
forenoon to see the team harnessed. The
of Capt. Charles E. Averill.
here, Sunday.

ell, Mass.,

I

toast,

„

,

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Spaulding of Detroit were recent guests of Rev. and Mrs.

Chrystal

Mrs. Harry Campbell of Worcester,
Mass., who has been the guest of Mrs. S.
C. Fisher, has returned home.
Miss Clyde Carleton of Boston, who
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Car-

Young,

her

visiting

ence

Marshall Beane and Miss Mabel Woodside of Newburg called on Mrs. R. W.
Lane Thursday afternoon.

roll T.

>T.

Nathan Hunt.

lowing is the list of schools with their
respective teachers. High school, Armand Joy, Stonington, principal; Miss
Laura Pratt, Troy, assistant; Grammar,
Miss Louise Smith; Intermediate, Miss
Jeanne Crimmins; Upper Primary, Miss
Doris Hatch, East Orland; Lower Primary, Miss Grace Thompson; Longfellow,
Miss Almira Porter; Fisher, Mrs. Jessie
Masseur, Monroe; Martin, Mrs. Linda
Bickford; Ellingwood’s Corner, Miss Flor-

Miss Esther Prescott came home from

was

settles “family differences

GRANDMA

MORRILL.

The town schools nearly all began Sept.
10th, the High school, Sept. 17£h. Fol-

WINTERPORT

Capt. Geo. Sawyer of Belfast
caller in town Saturday afternoon.

BELFAST.

|B

FATHER

the sleeping
Mrs. George Dow is teaching in the
quarters being especially uncomfortable Evans District, Waldo.
at present.
Mr. [and Mrs. Dean of Portland are

Camden Sunday.

Havener and Joseph P. Curtis

hills of thrifty potatoes growing.
had nearly two quarts when dug.

The Electric Toaster

Dry”

“Very Soft”

Toast?!

ment at the cantonment,

wood cemetery. The bearers were Capt.
W. N. West, M. F. Parker, F. H. Park
and James B. Sweetser.

of Main street.

Extra

Tibbetts,

WOOD & BISHOP CO
HALL,

‘

Mr. E. E. Buxton, the R. F. D. carrier
of Exeter- .brought Mr. and Mrs. ClarMiss Celia Tibbetts and
ence

Miss Laird down in nis car Sunday to
visit Miss Margaret Tibbetts at the home
of Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson.
Mrs. H. F. M. Phillips buried her garbage in her garden last spring. Among
the rest were some thin potato parings.
She soon discovered that she had three

Established 1839

FOR SALE BY W. A.

How Do You Like Your

neth.
■

inch of them radiates direct heat.
Easy to operate because
equipped with every convenience
Write for description.

Jack and Antonia Croce returned Monday from a fishing trip down the bay.
reMr. and Mrs. Donald W. Vaughan
tour.
turned Saturday from their wedding
for
Miss Iona M. Nichols left Friday
in the pubDerby, where she is a teacher
lic schools.
E.
Edward D. Black and daughter, Mrs.
B. Snow returned to Melrose, Mass.,
Wednesday.

distribu-

air.

Economical of fuel, because
made tight to control the fire.
Powerful heaters because ever}

Ur. William B. Curtis of Everett, Mass.,
was a visitor in town last week.
William Cleaves of Biddeford
town Monday calling on friends.

an even

warm

train for

ployment with the Paris Flouring Co.
Mr. George T. Nickerson and daughter
Hazel and Mr, and Mrs. W. E. Damm and
son McKinley motored to Hampden in
Mr. Nickerson’s car Sunday and were
guests of Mr. S. D. Greeley and son Ken-

to serve your interests

at all times with

Monroe and attending the fair.

was

same

WARM FRIENDS
Ready

Mr. Charles Damm left on the
Bath, where he has em-

mouth.

WALDO Sts. In Court of
Belfast, on the 11th day of Sep:
Charles E. Rhodes, adminisirat
of Placentia Knowlton, late of s
County, deceased, having pres*

i

and final account of administri
tate for allowance,
Ordered, that notice '.hereof
weeks successively in The Rep
a newspaper published in Belfast
ty, that all persons interested n*.
Probate Court, to be held at Be f
day of October next, and show
they have, why the said acc> «.'■
be allowed,
HARRY E. BAN
A true copy. Attest:
N
Chas. E. John

;

<

1>
GUARDIAN'S NOTICE.
hereby gives notice that he baestate
of
the
pointed guardian
HORTENSE R. FERN ALL)
in the County of Waldo, and a"
the law directs. All persons
against the estate of said Hortenare desired to present the snn.*
ment, and all indebted thereto t***
to make payment immediately
ISAAC K
Maine, Sept. 11. 191.

\

Winterport,

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTH *.
scriber hereby gives notice that
duly appointed administrator of
<
GEORGE P. WOODWARD, late
ville,
in the County of Waldo, decease*5
bonds as the law directs. All PerH
demands against the estate of
(
are desired to present the same
and all indebted thereto are requea
payment immediately.
CHARLES E. WOOD"
Bangor, Maine, Sept. II, 19H.
■

,fi

iit.rt
»

